
x V I THE CEPHALOPODA OF THE 
INDIAN lVIUSEUM 

By ANNE L. l\1ASSY. 

(Plates XXIII-XXIV.) 

The collection described in this paper includes all the speci
mens of Cephalopoda (except shells of Na1,f,tilus) that have 
accumulated in the Indian Museum in the course of the last 
'20 years, since Mr. Goodrich published his (' Report on the collec
tion of Cephalopods in the Indian Museum" in the" Transactions 
01 the Linnean Society" in r896. 

The Cephalopods in the present list have been taken in most 
instances by the' Investigator' off the Indian and Burmese coasts 
at depths varying from 5 to' 947 fathoms, and in one instance a 
haul \vas made at 2000 fathoms. Reference to the text will show 
that many specimens were also collected on shore, and that the 
area covered extends fronl the Persian Gulf to China and Japan, 
and southwards to the Andatnan Islands. It will be noted that 
many interesting specimens owe their capture to the energy of 
private collectors. Over four hundred specimens are enumerated, 
consisting of sixteen genera and forty~three species, only cne of 
which, a small Sepia, appears to have been hitherto undescribed. 
There are also some specimens which are too young or. in too bad 
a state of preservation for specific indentification. Over half the 
collection is comprised of individuals of Loligo indica, Pfeffer, and 
Sepiella inermis (van Hasselt), in about equ~l numbers. Goodrich 
(1896) enumerates fifteen genera and twenty-eight species, five 
genera and twelve species of which are absent from the present 
list, but the results of both collections produce a total of twenty
one genera and fifty-five species. 

Of these genera Polypus comes first with twenty species, and 
it may be thought that the eighteen members of this genus noted 
in the present paper have been described at undue length, but 
anyone who has made a study of these creatures is aware of the 
difficu!ties lying in the path to correct identification and will not, 
I think, regret having as many details as possible, especially as it 
seems probable that future research may reduce the number of 
species ascribed to this genus. The Sepia family comes next with 
nine species. In this family so many differences OCCllr in colour, 
surface and shape, from individual variation, and different modes 
of preservation, that in many cases specimens very unlike each 
other have proved to be the same species when the shell was 
examined. Measuremen ts of anum ber of shells will be found in 
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the text showi ng that the index is longest in young shells (at 
which period it is natural to expect that growth would be nlore 
rapid) and becomes shorter with age. 

I have to thank Mr. Robson of the British Museurn, and Mr. 
Nichols of the Dublin l\1nseum, for giving me every facility to 
examine eastern Cephalopods in their charge. 

I am indebted to M. Edouard I(amy for taking much trouble 
to find a nunlber of specimens in the Paris Museum, and to my 
colleague Mr. Farran for much help and advice. Mrs. Russell is 
responsible for the illustrations. The three parts of Dr. Hoyle's 
c, Catalogue of Recent Cephalopoda" 1 have of course been invalu
able, as they must always be to anyone working out a large collec
tion of Cephalopoda. All the specimens except where otherwise 
stated have been preserved in alcohol. 

Family CIRROTEUTHIDAE. 

Cirroteuthis grimaldii t J oubin. 

Cirroteuthis grimaldii. Joubin, Bull. L.' /nst. Ocean., No. 226, pp. 
1-13, figs. 1-7 (1912). 

M 1.1 3 ! Investigator station 233: 6-xii- 1897, Andaman Sea, 13° 17' 
IS" N., 93° 10' 25" E., 185 fathoms-One. 

M 3217_± I Investigator' station 332: 12-iv-1904, Andaman Sea, 10° 21' 
N., 92° 46' IS" E., 279 fathoms-One. 

1\1 a,2181!. Investigator' station 333: IQ-iv-1904, S. W. of Ceylon, 6° 31' 
N., 79° 38' 45" E., 401 fathoms-One. 

M fl.\2'L Investigator J station 361: 24-iii- 1906, Arabian Sea, 13° 9' 2]" 
N", 46° 45' IS" E., 540 fatholns-One. 

M ~Jl-li Investigator' station 381: 28-ii-1908, off Akyab, Burma, ISO 8' 
N" 93° 40' E., 298 fathoms-One. 

'fhese are all in very bad condition but appear to be of the 
same species. The two last-named and specimen M 7i s are in 
sufficiently good condition to show that their general contour 
bears a strong resemblance to the photographs of C. grimaldii, 
J oubin, which is characterized by its egg-shaped body, enormous 
eyes, and small fins set in a line with the posterior end of the 
body. Specimens M ~2}± and M 1!.21s..~ are much larger than the 
others and are in fragnlentary condition. The dorsal cartilages 
of M 3 21~Ji and M l.t~ were examined as they were protruding from 
the integument, and resemble fairly well the scheme of J oubin 
(llc" fig. 7) designed after feeling the -cartilage through the skin. 

The dorsal cartilage of the other specimens, felt through the 
skin, seems to be of the same shape. 

It is very like that of C. meangensis, Hoyle (1886, fig. 5) 
except that the outer curves of the" horse-shoe" are less angular . 

. The fin cartilage resembles that of C. grimaldii. All the 
specImens agree with the type in the arrangement of the single 
row of arm suckers. The three or four next the mouth are very 
minute, and are suddenly succeeded by very large ones until 

1 Proc. Royal Phys. Soc. Edinhurgh, 1886, 1897 and 1909. 
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about the seventh or eighth sucker, after which they become 
much snlaller and continue gradually diminishing in size until the 
tip is reached~ The cirri commence at about the second or 
third sucker. Spechnen M !i¥J_ has enormously enlarged suckers 
on the ventral arms at the edge of umbrella. One of the arms is 
mutilated and only shows one large sucker, the other has five. 
Probably these enlarged suckers are connected with a hectocotylus 
but as the specimen is the best in the collection I have not dissected 
it. Specimen 1\'1 ~~'il~ which has lost almost all of its internal 
organs has three very large suckers at the edge .of umbrella on 
four of the artus. 'fhe fragments of mantle remaining are so 
twisted that it is impossible to say if th~se are the, four ventral 
arms. 

With regard to measurements M. J oubin has already pointed 
out the difficulty of obtaining accurate figures from placing a 
com pass on such soft tissues. A few approximate measurements 
and the number of suckers on some of the arms may be of use. 

Eighty-six suckers were found on the type specimen on an arm 
of 214 nUTI. Specimen M J!J.-l-:! possesses fifty-six suckers on the 
second left arm of 126 mm. less tip, seventy-two on the first right 
arm of 140 mm., and seventy-six on the third left of I30 mm. ; 
specimen M' JiJ.l-Ji has eighty-six sll;ckers on the first right arm of 
163 mm., seventy-one on the second left arrp. of I47 mm. less tip, and 
ninety on the fourth left of ISO mm. less tip. The proportionately 
larger number of suckers on the arms of the present specimens is 
probably due to the arm lengths being contracted from preserva
tion in alcohol. 

All the specimens have the surface inside the umbrella of a 
deep chocolate colour and the outer surface and fins much paler. 

Specimen number ... M l..fll, M llV-±, 1\1 ,1-~fI'!.Ji, M lHl-L, M liJT3Ji. 

mm. mm. mm. 
End of body to dorsal edge of umbrella ... 61 
Breadth of body 21 

" across eyes 
Diameter of eye measured through skin 
Fill length, insertion to tip .,. 

" " anterior to posterior margin 
Diameter of ordinary largest sucker 

" " enlarged sucker ... 

22 
10 

21 

5 
2 

18 

48 
12 

5 .. : 

Distribution.-.oAzores, 1900 m. (1oubin, 1912). 

Cirroteuthis macrope, Berry. 

17 

3 
() 

mm. mm. 
61 51 
33 22 

45 25 
12 12 

20 17 
10 9 
3 .50 

5 

Cirroteuthis macrope, Berry, Bull. Bur. F£sh., XXX, pp. 273--1-, pl. 32, 
figs. I-~ (1912). 

M ~¥...1: ~nvestigator' station 109: 2S-x-189u, S. of Cape Cormorin, 
7° 41' N., 78° 21' E., 7~8 fathoms-One. 

This is a damaged specimen intermediate in size between the 
two examples described by Berry. It is in sufficiently good 
condition to show clearly the wide mantle-opening, oar-like fins, 
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and large fused siphon with organ of two small ova~ p~ds on 
either side of dorsal wall near apex. The umbrella, which ~s very 
delicate and possibly mutilated, extends for about tv:vo-thlrds C?f 
the length of the arms. The latter have lost almost all theIr 
suckers and onlv doubtful traces of cirri are present. Both eyes 
seem to measur~ about the same diameter. In the type specimens 
the left eye is much larger than the right. The inside ~f umbrella, 
and any patches of epidermis remaining on other parts of the 
body, are dark purple-brown. 

Some approximate measurements are appended ~-

Total length ... 
End of body to mantle-opening 
\Vidth of body ... 
From point to insertion of fin 
Breadth of fin at insertion 
Width between eyes 
I Jength of siphon 

Inm. 

50 
IS 
13 
12 

4 
16 

9 

Type.-In IT. S. National Museum. 
Type locality.-Vicinity of San Diego, California, 2 I 13-2259 

fathoms, bottom of soft gray mud. Two specimens (Berry, I9I2). 

Family ARGONAUTIDAE. 

Argonauta bottgeri t Maltzan. 

Llrgonauta bottgeri, Maltzan, Journo de Conch., XXIX, po 163, pI. 9, 
fig. 7 (1881); Hidalgo, Rev. Real. Acad. Cien., p. 9 (1905) Argonauta 
boettgeri, DaB, Bull. Alus. Compo Zoot., XLIII, pp. 226, 229 (1908); 
Argonauta bottgeri, Smith, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., XXI, P.409, pI. 17, 
figs. r-6 (1887) j' Berr)" Bull. Bur. Fish., XXXII, ppo 277-280, 
pI. 48, fig. 5, text-figures 3-7 (19 14). 

1\1 ~t± Investigator, Andamans, Marine Survey of India-One ~. 

This is in very soft condition and the mantle is denuded of 
epidermis. The dorsal surface of the head and upper arms is 
buff, spotted with small bluish-black chromatophores. The 
expanded portions of the first pair of arms ~re about 5 mm., in 
diameter. The arm suckers, except on the expanded portions, 
are very prominent. The web is about equal on all the arms and 
does not extend l).igher than the third sucker anywhere. The 
beak appears to be black when seen with the naked eye, and dark 
brown when viewed through a lens. The mantle-opening extends 
to the dorsal margin of each eye. The funnel is v~ry long and its 
organ is similar to that figured by Berry (1914, text-fig.,5). The 
branches of the nledian pad measure 40 50 nlm. in length and the 
lateral pads are 4 mm. in length. The end of the mantle is 
brokeh, disclosing the gonad with ova. The principal measure-. 
ments are appended:-

End of body to dorsal mpntle-margin .. 
0, " " "eye 

Breadth of body 0.0 

" 0, head 

mm. 
14 
16 
7 
7 
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Length of funnel 
Diameter of eye ... 

mm. 
8 
4 

" "largest sucker 
1st right arm to expanded portion 12 
2nd" " 18 
3rd " " 15 
4th " IS 
1st left " to expanded portion 12 
2nd" " 19 
3rd ,. 16 
4th" " 1-l 

- Distribution.-Mauritius and Chagos Islands (Smith) ; Masbate, 
Philippines (Smith~ Hidalgo); China Sea and .Australia (S1'nith); 
Hawaiian Islands (Berry). . 

Family POI4YPODIDAE. 

Polypus rugosus (Bose), d'OrbigllY. 

Sepia rugosa, Bose, Acfes Soc. d' histoil'e nat. Paris, p. 24, pI. 5, figs 
I, 2 (1792); Ocfopus r ugo's us, d'Orbigny, Ceplzalopodes acetabuliferes, 
p. 45, pIs. 6, 23, fig. 2 (1838) ; Brock, Zool. Yahrb., II, ppj 5C)1-6q., 
taf. 16, figs. 1-4, Jena (1887); Joubin; Bull. Soc. Zool. France, XXII, 
p. 99 ( 1897); Octopus granulatus, Lamarck, Mbn. Soc. d' kistoil'e 
nat. Paris, p. 20 (1799) i Hoyle, 'Challenger' Rep. XVI (Cephalopoda), 
pp. 80-81 (1886); Goodrich, Trails. Linn. Soc. Zool., VII, p. 19 
(18g6); Wiilker, Abh. d. [I. Kl. d. k. Ak. d. Wt'ss., I II SuppI.-Bd., 
1 Abh., pp. 5, 6 (1910); Octopus boscii var. pallida, Hoyle, l.c., 
pp. 81-83, pI. I, pI. 3, fig. 2: Octopus polyzenia, Gray, British Museum 
Catalogue, p. 13 (1849); E. A. Smith, Rep. Zool. Coll. Indu-Pacific 
Ocean during voyage H.M.S. 'Alel,t,' p. 34, pI. 4, fig. A (188 .. t.) ; 
(?) Octopus kagoshimensis, Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb., V, p. 6++, pI. 2 I, 
fig. 2 (1888). 

1\1 :17/_0 Investigator,' Palk St.. Ceylon, l\larine Sun·cy of India-One ~ . 
1\[ _U\i? f! Investigator' station 267: 9-i\' .. 1900, \V. of Ceylon, 7° 2' 30 " 

N., 71)° 36' E., 457-589 fathoms-One ~ 
1\1 ~~ll Persian Gulf (Townsend)-One ~ 
M ~J.l-fl. Off Santapily, Madras Presidency, x- Ig09, trawler Golden 

Cro'lf.1J1,' Bengal Fish. Dept -One O. 
1\1 ~!lll5 Persian Gulf, Ig-\'- IgI ..... , R. I. ~. S. Pal£nurus '-One is . 

These possess a round body \vith ventral furrow, a narrower 
head, and robust arms tapering to fine points, and measuring 
about two and a half times the length of the ventral mantle. 

The umbrella, whieh IS about one-quarter the length of the 
arlDs, and exte~ds on their outer margins nearly to the ti p, is 
lowest dorsally and about equal on the other arms. It is tuber
cled and covered with chromatophores inside and outside between 
the dorsal pair, and smooth and colourless elsewhere. 

The mantle opens just below the eye and about half way between 
eye and siphon. Siphon conical, free for half its length and 
extending to, or above, the level of the eyes, and less than half V\7ay 
to umbrella margin; funnel organ W -formed and composed of 
narrow bands. Hectocotylized arm with well-marked sperm 
canal and very small terminal organ. Sonle suckers are enlarged 
on the lateral arms of both male specimens. In colour, all show 
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the very pronounced difference comtnented upon by Brock be
tween the dorsal and ventral surface, the scoop out of the 
urn brella between the dorsal arms being also very marked. The 
Santapily specimen is of a reddish-purple colour above with an 
immense number of tubercles and oblong ridges, and a large 
cirrus at the posterior dorsal edge of eye. The examples M 4-7}7Jl., 

~1 LOT~~ and M 5l~1iJ,.Ji resenlble each other very closely In size and 
appearance, and are dark grey above with 110 oblong ridges, but 
with a great number of round tubercl~s regularly disposed, and 
surrounded and intersected by small dark chromatophores, 
arranged sometimes in masses which causes a handsome appear
ance like black veins all over the dor~al surface of head, mantle 
and arms. A trace of this marbling occurs on one side of the 
Santapily specimen. Ocular cirri are present on specimen M lSl(-E

a nd faintly visib1e on M 5l;l2<J...Ji and suppressed entirely on M ±lp. 
All four specimens possess a smooth ventral surface scattered 
thinly with reddish or brown chromatophores on a pale grounel. 
The young specimen M 1i~I-.!. is obviously the same species as the 
three just mentioned, but is without the dark veinings, and shows 
two rows of large dark chromatophores on the upper arms, in 
addition to the small chromatophores. Ocular cirri are present, 
and there are close-set tubercles on the dorsal surface of head and 
umbrella, but the mantle is nearly smooth. Specimen M J!2,f5 
closely resembled two specimens in the British l\!useum, one of 
which labelled ,f O. granulatus," came from the Cape, and the 
other labelled "p" pol'j'zenia-granulatus," came from Thursday 
Island, Torres Straits. 

Many arms are in course of regeneration in M 93225. The 
principal measurements of the other specimens are appended :-

Specimen number .,. 1\1 :!:l-l-Q 1\1 LO·l...§. M s¥-± M ~Z-<J...'!' 
1 

n1111. mn1. mm. mm. 
End of body to mantle-margin 26 25· 39 8 

" " " "eye 35 30 52 Iv 
Eye to umbrella 19 19 29 6 
Breadth of body 28 28 39 8 

" 
" head 18 18 30 7 

1st right arm I ca. 66 70 117 15 
2nd 

" 62 81 123 17 
3rd " 

" " " 
So 83 102 18-

+th 
" " 

81 87 159 18 
1st left 

" 
mutilated. mutilated. 116 IS 

2nd" " 77 80 119 16 
3rd " 75 less tip. 86 146 mutilated. 
+th " " 77 72 142 17 
Hectocotylus 3 r ~ength of funnel ... 12 10 15 2"50 
Diameter of largest sllcker ... 4 3 6 ca. "75 

Distribution.-.A.frica west and south, Peru, Indo-Malayan 
Region, J apan, Australi~. 

-- -----------

l Arms much curled up. 
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Polypus aculeatus (d'Orbigny). 

Octopus aCltleatus, d'Orbigny, Cephalopodes acetabuliferes, p, 53, pI. 7. 
figs. I, 2 (1825); pI. 8, fig. I, pI. 23, figs. 3,4 (1838). 

1\1 !iJf-l. Investigator, 2S-viii- 191 I, Byikhwaaw Bay, Burma, l\1arine 
Survey of India-One d. 

1\1 !!~:'I-1=-L en Burma (W. T Blanford) from coral reef-Five o. 
'rhese are characterized by a short body, narrower head, and 

arnlS about seven times the length of the mantle. The umbrella 
is highest laterally, attains from one·eighth to one-tenth of the 
length of the arms, and continues on their onter margins almost 
to the tip, forming wide Inembranous expansions. The mantle 
opens midway between the eye and the siphon, and on a line with 
the base of the eye. Siphon conical, with a narrow opening, free 
for about half its length, and reaching above the level of the eyes; 
funnel organ, in the only specimen examined, W-shaped, and dark 
red on a pale ground; hectocotylized arm relatively long, with a 
wide membranous sperln canal j terminal organ small, narrow, 
with crenulated edges folded over the transversely-grooved inner 
channel. Some suckers on the If\.teral arms are Inoderately 
enlarged. 

One specimen has had four of its arms mutilated near the 
base, a sharply-projecting point indicating the commencement of 
a new limb in each case. Very large cirri occur on the head and 
near the eyes in all the specimens J and are dispersed also on th~ 
dorsal surface of the mantle and umbrella and on the proximal parts 
of the arms. S.ome cirri measure as much as 2 mm. in length. In 
two of the specimens the surface between the large cirri is almost 
smooth, in others it is very rugose. All have the ventral surface 
smooth. Colour dull lilac, heavily marked on the 90rsal surface 
with minute purple-black chromatophores. The specimen M 1i\~lJ 
was cOlnpared with the type in the Paris Museum and appeared 
to reSelTI ble it very closely. 

The latter was carefully set up in such a manner that a good 
comparison could be made. The Indian Museum specimens are, 
perhaps, a little more purple than the type but nevertheless the 
colouring and sculpture are very like. 

The umbrella in the type is very short and much continued 
up the arms, and the tip of the hectocotylized arm is very minute. 
Enlarged suckers are present on the second and third arms, the 
largest being just above the umbrella. 

The principal measurements of three specimens are ap
pended:-

Specimen number 1\1 !i_yn !\1 S 21*-l! 1\1 1LV~J: 

mm. mm. mOl. 

End of body to mantle-margin I 1 17 22 
,. " " 

" eye ... 18 31 32 
Eye to umbrella 12 22 24 
Breadth of body 14 21 24 

,. ,. head 10 IS 20 
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Specimen number M !lJfl. M R \1:.1!. M Ii g144. 

mm. mm. mm. 

1st right ;trm 57 110 L 
80 less tip. 141 2nd" ,. 

d 80 127 
3r 

" " I d h muti ate. 137 
4t " " 

t I ft 63 130 
IS e " 

d 98 t47 
2nd" " 62 less tip. 168 
3r " t1 6 

h 82 I 3 

157 
184 
156 
172 

156 
210 
223 
182 

4 t " " I I '2~ 2'50 2'2.5 Hectocoty US ~ . 

Length of funnel .,. 6 12 IS 
Diameter of largest sucker l' 50 4 5 

Distribution.-Indo-Malayan and Insular Pacific Regions. 
Type.-In Paris lVluseum, a male from Manila. 

Polypus macropus (Risso). 

Octo(Jus macropus, Risso, Ht'st. nat. Europ. mediterr., p. 3, pl.. iv 
(1826); lIoyle, Chalienger'Rep. XVI (Cephalopoda), p. 95 (188b) i. 
Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb., Ill, p. 643, pl. 21 (1888) i jatt,a, I Cefalop~dt 
vi7.lentt' nel Golfo di Nap 0 It', p. 117, pIs. 6, 23, 24 ~1896); ]oubln, 
Bull. Soc. Zool. France, XXI, p.' 99 ( 1897) i Octopus cuvieri, d'Or
bigny-Ferussac, Cephalopodes acetabuliferes, p. 18, pis. 1, 4, 24-, 2~ 
(1838); Appellof, [(. Svensk. Vetensk. Akad. Handl., XXI, p. 6, pI. 1 

(1886) i Polypus macropus, Hoyle, Bull. lifus. Compo Zool., XLII I, 
p. 195 (1904) i 0) Hoyle, Trans. Lt'nn. Soc. Z(}o~., XXXI, pp. 36-37 
(19°7); Wlilker, Abll. d. II. Kl. d. k. Ak. d. Hl1ss, , III Supp1.-Bd., I 

Abh., p. 6 (191£» i Berry, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., pp. 389-90 

(191 2a) .. 

M .!!.~li Indian Seas (Dr. A,'11tstrong)-One (j. 
1\1 fi..'},-:l~ Persian Gulf (R. llugh Butler)-:-On~ .9' 
M '!'O~Q~ Singgora, Tale Sap, Gulf of Slam, IMll-1916 (N. Annandale)-

One ~ 

Specimen M fl.¥~ lagrees closely with a male example from 
Naples Bay, purchased by the Dublin Museum from the Zoological 
Station at Naples. The loose skin, which fprms many thick rolls 
on the nuchal region is a remarkable feature, and both specimens 
have a closely noduled surface with minute chromatophores, and 
a long funnel indented laterally at the apex so as to prod nce a lip 
on the dorsal and ventral walls. The example M fistJ! has a ventral 
median groove of which there is no trace in the Naples specimen. 
The main characters of M 6~~_ are, briefly. arms about seven times 
the length of the mantle; the first pair the thickest -and longest, 
and the only arms with enlarged suckers; umbrella about one
fifth of the arms and continued on their outer margins, highest 
dorsally; mantle-opening 6 mm. behind the eye and on a level .with 
its lower edge; siphon long, two~thirds of it abov~ the level of the 
eye, and reaching to within 3 mm. of the edge of umbrella; sperm 
canal striated faintly in proximal part, smooth elsewhere; termi
nal organ of hectocotylized arm very small t, and narrower than 
the part of arm immediately preceding it; surface more or less 

1 I n course of regeneration. 
2 In the Naples specimen, the terminal organ measures 6'50 mm. on' an 

a rm of 1-+0 mOl. 
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closely granulated all over J including inside of arms and umbrella; 
colour buff with nlinute dark chromatophores on dorsal surface of 
mantle and head. Specimen M Ji212Q is a dried-up sand-coated 
specimen, but closely resembles a female from Yokohama in the 
British Museum which was got by the ' Challenger' Expedition. 
It differs a good deal from specimen M 6~1!, but like it, has the 
first pair of arms the longest and thickest. Enlarged suckers are 
present on the four upper arms. The sperm canal is not striated. 
The hectocotylus is mutilated, but was probably very small and 
narrower than the part of arm immediately preceding it. The 
funnel is indented at the apex but does not extend so far as in 
specimen M !lS{;!. The umbrella is about one-seventh the length 
of the arms and is mucq higher dorsally than ventrally. It does 
not seem to extend up the arms, which are, however, much 
shrivelled and each possesses a remarkable dark line on the 
dorsal surface. A distinct trace of this line occurs in the 
Yokohama specitnen, but it is absent in specimen M fr.p. 

The principal measureme~ts are appended :-

Specimen number .,. 

End of body to mantle-margin ... 
, , , , " "eye ... 

Eye to umbrella 
Breadth of body 

" " head 
1st right arm 
2nd " 
3rd " 
4th " " 
1st left ,I 
2nd ,. 
3rd " 
4th" " 
Hectocotylus 
1.ength of funnel 

.. \" 

Diamete~' of largest sucker 

M ru!;! 
1 

mm. 
19 
28 
27 
26 
21 

137 
J33 
62 
90 

I4S 
128 
lOS 

87 
3 

17 
3 

M !i2
1
20 

mm. 

32 

43 
27 
23 
20 

mutilated. 
170 

83 
137 
196 
146 less tip. 
153 
148 

mutilated. 
IS 
5 

The female from the Gulf of Siam, which was received too 
late to incorporate full particulars, has the mantle 44 mm. long. 

Distribution.-Mediterranean, 4\zores, Canary Islands, Red 
Sea, Indo-Malayan Region, Japan, Pacific Ocean. 

Polypus areolatus (de Haan). 

Octopus areolatus. de Haan MS .. 1835 (fide d'Orbigny) i d'Orbigny 
and Ferussac, Cephalopodes acetabllliferesJ p. 65 (1838), p. 186 (1845) ; 
Hoyle, Challenger' Rep. XVI (Cephalopoda), pp. 86-88, pI. 3, figs. 
6,7 (1886); Brock, Zool. Jall1,b., II, pp. 610-6II (1887) j Ortmann, 
Zool. Jahrb., III, p. 662 (I888j j Joubin, Revue Suz'sse Zool., II, 
p. 28 (1894) i Notes Leyden Jlus., XX, p. 22 (1898) i Octopus ocellatlls, 
Gray, Cat. Moll. B.M. part I, p. 15 (1849) j Appellof, K. Svensk. 
Vetensk. Akad. Handl., XXI, p. 8, pI. i, figs. I~. 3 (1886) j Octopus 
brocki, Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb, J V, p. 645 (1888) j . Polypus areolatlls. 
Hoyle, Bull. Mus. Compo Zool., XLII I, p. 16 (1904) j WUlker. Ablz. 
d. II. Kl. d. k. Ak. d. Hliss. III Supple .• Bd., I Abh., p. 6 (1910) i Berry 
Pl'oc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phl, pp. 393-396, text-fig. I (19 I2a ). 
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1\1 ~_Jt ; Investigator station 328: 7-iii-I90 ..... Gulf of l\lartaban, 14° 
.... 6' No, 95° 52' E" 6r fathoms-One d'. 

Brock objects to Hoyle's view that the O. ocellatus of Appellof 
is the same species as O. areolat1-ts, and states that the umbrella 
in Appellof's species is weakly developed and that the ocellus is 
placed close to its edge. A _glance at Appellof's fig. 2 of pl. I 
shows, however, that he placed the ocellus at fully 8 mm. from 
the edge of the umbrella, and in his description he states that the 
umbrella is (l \vell developed" (Val utvecklad) and describes the 
situation of the ocellus as being" between the base of the second 
and third arm pair." Appellof's description and illustration of the 
terminal organ of the hectocotylized arm, and the widely devel
oped membranous sperm canal with its transverse grooves, closely 
agrees with the form of hectocotylus in the present specimen, which 
is, however, characterized by a somewhat shorter body than that 
of the example figured by Appellof. It has the mantle widest 
posteriorly and with a conspicuous ventral furrow. Artns two and 
a half to three times the length of the body and with prominent 
suckers, some of which are enlarged on the lateral arms. Umbrella 
extending to about one-third of the length of the arms, thin, 
smooth and membranous, except between the dorsal pair, where 
it is much shorter, thick and tubercled. Umbrella continued on 
outer margin of arms for more than two-thirds 'of their length. 
Ocelli placed midway between eye and edge of ulnbrella, each con
sisting of a dark core surrounded by a white ring, and succeeded 
by a dark outer ring. Mantle opening placed a little below and 
behind eye, and ona line with ocellus, visible froln above. Funnel 
free for half its length and reaching considerably above level of 
eye. Funnel organ more like the typical printer's W than Berry's 
illustratiori (I912a, fig. I). Dorsal surface of head and mantle close
ly set with round tubercles; traces of cirri on dorsal edge of eye. 
The space between each tubercle is covered' with minute dark 
chromatophores which are thinly scattered on the ventral su'rface . , 
causing the colour to appea'r grey above and buff beneath. Hoyle 
(1886, p. 87) remarks that " on the outer surface of each of" the 
four ventral arms are two rows of dark elongated spots. ' , All the 
arms of the present specimen are thus adorned. 

The principal measurements are appended :-

End of body to mantle-margin 
I, ,',,, "eye 

Eye to umbrella 
Breadth of body 

" " head 
1st right arm 
2nd" " 
3rd" " 
.... th" " 
1st left ,. 
2nd I. '1 

3rd
!l " 

4th" " 
H ectocot yl us 

n1m. 
20 
25 
II 

19 
13 
44 
49 
45 
61 
39 
52 
58 
S6 

6 
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Length of funnel 
Diameter of largest sucker 

II " eye opening 
Ocellus 

mm. 
8 
2 

2 

S 

Distr-ibution.-Japan (Wulker, Orttnann, A pp ello 1 , Berry); 
Hong Kong and south of Papua (Hoyle). 

Polypus cyanea (Gray). 
Octopus cyanea, Gray, Brit. Mus. Cat" p. IS (1849) ; Brazier, Ails. Jllis. 

Cat. Sydney, p. 7 ( 1892). 

IVI ii~T~~- Akyab, Burma (I. H. Burkill)-One ~ 

This has an elongate body, widest at centre, and quite smooth 
except for a few_ very minute tubercles on dorsal mantle and arms. 
Eyes not prominent and without cirri. Mantle-opening placed 
just behind eye but much below it. Apex of siphon about on 
level with eyes and reaching nearly half way to umbrella. Siphon 
free for almost half its length and appearing to be without a 
funnel organ. Arms about four and a half times the length of the 
body and head, and six times the length of the body alone, very 
robust and long in proportion to size of body; semi-equal, the 
second and third being the longest, and the fourth a little longer 
than the first. Suckers very prominent and not very close; in 
two alternate rows except at the base where a few are placed 
singly. About the eleventh sucker from the base is very large 
and has eighteen to twenty radial grooves. The umbrella attains 
oneoothird to one-quarter the length of the arms, and is highest 
laterally, and considerably higher dorsally than ventrally. Colour 
pale lilac, produced by a sprinkling of minute black or purple dots 
on a buff ground; ventral surface paler with brownish and purple
red dots. A male specimen in the British Museum, labelled 
" Octopus cyanea, Gray, Moreton Bay, between tide marks, Queens
land Museum ," very closely resembles this in general appearance, 
as well as in the absence of ocular cirri, the almost smooth body, 
the position of the mantle .. opening, -the shape of the siphon, the 
order and length of arms and the prominence of the suckers. The 
colouring of the Australian specimen is a little darker and 'the 
chromatophores on the arms are sometimes arranged in circles 
which is not the case with specimen M 1i_¥;i. It may be useful to 
add that the hectocotylized arm of the Australian specimen has a 
minute terminal organ measuring only 2 mm. on an arm of 
340 mm. The sperm canal is unusually broad and its clear buff 
colour is sharply defined from the mottled oral and dorsal surface. 
Some suckers at the margin of the unlbreUa are much enlarged on 
the second and third arms. The principal measurelnents of 
specimen M .!i~T~~ are appended :- . . 

End of body to mantle-margin 
II " II " eye 

Eye to umbrella 

111m. 
108 
125 
100 
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Breadth of body (flattened) 
Breadth of head 
1St right arm 
2nd" " 
3rd " " 
4th" " 
Umbrella between dorsal arms 

" "ventral" ... 
" ,,' 1st and 2nd left arms 

Diameter of largest sucker 
" " eye-opening 

Length of funnel 
Breadth of funnel at apex 

[VOL. XII, 

mm. 

is 
4-6 

342 

455 
42 7 
422 

98 
i3 

128 
10 

7 
32 

IS 

Distribution.-N ew South \V' a]es, Queensland, Solomon Islands 
(Brazier, 1892). 

Polypus defilippi (Verany). 

Octopus defilippt", Verany, Cephalopodes de la Med£terranee, p. 30, pI. xi, 
figs. d.-f. (1851); Hoyle, 'Challenger' Rep., XVI (Cephalopoda), p. 
8 (1886); jatta, I Cefalopodt" viventt" nel Golfo di Napolt", pp. 221-
224-, pI. 4, fig. 2 ; pI. 24, figs. 4-13; pI. 25. fig. I (1896); Octopus De 
F£lt"ppi, Targioni-Tozzetti, Commentario sui Cefalopodi 1nediterranei 
del R. Museo di Firenze, p. 20 (1869) ; Tiberi, Bull. Soc. }rIal. Ital., 
V, p. 2 (1880); Carus, P1"odl'011luS Faunae Med£terrqneae, etc., II, 
Cephalopoda, p. 460 (1890) i Octopus Dejilt"ppi, Tryon, Manual of 
Conchology, I. Cephalopoda, p. 3 (1879); Octopus de-jiJippz, Berg-
mann, ,Sitz.-Ber. Ges. Nat. F,'eu12de Be1'lin, pp. 104-109, 3 figs. [Re
ceptaculum seminisJ (19°3). 

M S \5.-1: Investigator' station 50:~: 25-1-1913, l\1ergui Archipelago, 
'shore collecting, l\1arine Survey of India-One is. 

Except that it is a little smaller, this specimen exactly resenl
bles the illustration of Jatta (l.c., tav. 4, fig. 2) having the same 
long narrow body, prominent eyes, and pale greenish-yellow 
colouring with delicate slightly-defined dark reticulations. The 
fourth arms are much the longest and thickest, being six or seven 
times the length of the mantle, while the dorsal pair is only about 
three times of this length. None of the suckers is specially en-
1arged. Umbrella attaining about one-eighth of the length of the 
arms, widest ventrally, and extending prominently on the upper 
part of arms forming large crests. The mantle opens a little below 
and at the ventral edge of eye. Funnel small and extending about 
half way to the margin of umbrella. Two ocular cirri are present 
over each eye and a fe\v tubercles are scattered on the dorsal sur
face of the head and mantle. Ventral surface smooth except for 
a faintly-indicated median groove. The striated sperm canal and 
small terminal organ of the 'hectocotylized arm agree with J atta's 
description. A Bay of Naples specimen, purchased from the 
Zoological Station of Naples by the Dublin Museum, has the typi
cal round body represented by Verany, and by J atta on pi. 24, 
figs. 10, 12. J atta mentions that this is due to the mantle of 
specimens ~n~alcoho~ .~ecoming contracted, and, therefore, swollen 
in the middle, restricted at ea:ch end, and furnished with a median 
ventral groove. He describes the surface as'beingperfectly smooth 
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except for two ocular cirri. The Dublin Museum specimen is 
however, much tubercled, even on the ventral surface, where there 
is also a strong median groove, and in the centre of the posterior 
end of the mantle there is a slight proj ection surrounded by a ring 
of tubercles. l The specimen is of a pale purple-gray tint, but 
agrees with the example M 1iJTf?:1· in having the first four suckers 
placed singly on all the arms J and also in the width of the mantle
opening, the size of the funnel, and its distance from the umbrella
Inargin, as also in the size of umbrella and the conspicuotls 
development of the white transparent portion of it between the 
ventral arms. Tryon remarks that this species is certainly very 
near P. aranea, d'Orb., and I thought at first that the example 
M !iJl" would probably prove to be it, particularly as P. defiliPPi 
had not been observed outside the Mediterranean. On comparing 
:M .ft-V~±, however, with the type of d'Orbigny in the Paris Museum, 
I found that the umbrella in P. aranea is lower ventrally than 
dorsally and does not appear to be continued on the arms: which 
are much slighter in proportion to the size of the body than in 
P. de/ilippi; the body also is quite round, but that, as in P. defilippi, 
may be due to contraction. P. aranea has ,a very smooth surface 
and a pale body with very minute round red-brQwn chromatophores. 
In the specimen M .ft\~± the chromatophores are minute, oblong 
and almost black. The principal measurements are appended:-

End of body to mantle-margin 
,0" " "eye 

Eye to umbrella 
Breadth of body 

" "head 
1st right arm 
2nd " " 
3

rd 
" " 

4-th " " 
I st left " 
2nd" " 
3rd " " 
.... th I, " 
Hectocotvlus 
Diamete~ of largest sucker 

Distribution.-Mediterranean. 

Polypus hongkongensis (Hoyle). 

mm. 
23 
12 
I-t. 
IS 
II 

82 
135 
46 

157 2 

80 
IIS 
107 

... 1382 
1'50 

3 

(?) Octopus punctatus, Gabb, Proc. Calif. Acad. Nat. Sci., II, p. 170 

(1~62); DaH, Ibid., III, p. 2 .... 3, fig. 27 (1866) i Verrill, Blake' Suppl., 
p. II7, pIs. 4, 5, fig. 2 (1883); Octopus hongkongensis, Hoylc, 
Diagnoses I, p. 224; P,'el£m. Rep., I, p. 99 (1885) i Octopus PUIlC

tatus, Hoyle, I Challenge'!" Rep., XVI (Cephalopoda), p. 100, pI. S 
(1886); Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb" III, p.662 (1888) i Joubin, Mem. 
Soc. Zool. France, X .. p. lID, pI. 9 (1897) i Bull. Soc. Zool. Frallce. 

1 This would appear to be an abnormality common to several species. I t is 
noted by Hoyle (1~86, p. 93) for Polypus pictus(Brock), and is figured by Joubin 
(]903, pI. I, figs. 7 and 8) for P. fontan'ianlls, d'Orb. 

2 Less tip. 
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XXII, p. 98. (1897); PU~YPlls!.ul1ctatus, Wiilkel', Abh. d.1I. Kl. d. 
k. Ak. d. Wzss. III Supple.-B ., I Abh., p. 7 (1910); Polypus hong
kOllgel1sis, Berry, Bull. Bur. Fish., XXX, pp. 280-4, pIs. 35, fig. 3; 
36, fig. Ii 39, figs. 3-4; 40, fig. I (1912); Proc. Acad. Nat. Set'. Phil., 
p. 391 (1912). 

1\1 ~\12 Investigator' station 237: 13-iv-18g8, Andaman Sea, 13° 17' 
N., 93° 7' E., 90 fathoms- One 0' 

M R\1.:1.' Investigator' station ~65: 22-iv-1912, S. of Ceylon, 5° 56' N., 
81° 22' E., 109-132 .fathoms-One ~ 

Specimen M .fi.V~ agrees exactly with the ( Challenger' example 
in the British Museum in shape of body and general appearance, 
distribution of web, brown coloured chromatophores, round 
tubercles and large cirri under eyes. 

The funnel organ was apparently W:"shaped but the lateral 
pads have become very indistinct 

Specimen M B.\t
7 is darker J being of a reddish-brown mottled 

with black on the upper surface. The web is highest laterally 
but the ventral arms and web are longer than the dorsal. The 
entire surface, including inside of web, is tubercled, and there are 
also oblong wart-like folds on the dorsal surface of the body and 
arms. Funnel organ W~shaped. 

The principal dimensions are appended:-

Specimen number ... M ll...!.~ 
1 

M 8141 
1 

mm. mm. 
End of body to mantle-margin 

" " " " eye 
14 54 
16 63 

Breadth of body 
" " head 

12 51 
9 32 

Eye to umbrella 15 51 
1st right arm 70 140 

2nd" " 
3rd " " 

62 less tip. 170 

38 190 

4th" " mutilated. 170 
1 st left " 
2nd" " 
3rd " II 

4th" " 
Diameter of largest sucker 
Hectocotylus .,. 

70 150 
60 less tip. 172 

79 187 
67 133 less tip. 

I 6 
3 less tip .... 

Distribution.-Indo ... Malayan· Region, Japan, .Alaska, British 
Colutnbia, California . 

. Type.-A male in the British Museum. 
Type locality.-Off Ino Sima Island, Japan, 345 fathoms. 

Polypus levis, Hoyle. 

Octopus levis, Hoyle, Diagnoses I, p. 229; Prelim. Rep., I, p. 104 
( 1885); , Challenger I R~p., XVI (Cephalopoda), pp. 98-99, pI. 2, figs. 
1-4, pl. 3, fig. I (1886). 

M ±J/-Ji Investigator,' Indian seas, Marine Survey of India-One <2. 

Compared with the large type male this has tbe same shaped 
head and body, and wide web not attaining much development on 
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the arms. The large type specimen shows no colour but a sm alIer 
example exhibits the same peculiar large chocolate coloured 
chromatophores distinguishing M ~]f-fi, which is further charac
terized by a hard dried:up body with ventral furrow, narrow 
mantle opening, and siphon extending one-third of the distance to 
margin of web- between ventral arms and having its apex above 
the line of the eyes.. Surface smooth, colour slate-blue 1 above 
with large chromatophores at sides J paler beneath and freckled 
with minute dots and paler large chromatophores. Funnel organ 
W-shaped. 

Principal measurements :-

End of body to eye 
Eye to umbrella 
Breadth of body 

" ., head 
End of body to ventral mantle 
1st right arm 
2nd" II 

3rd " " 
4th" " 
I st left " 
2nd" " 
3rd " " 
4th" " 
Diameter of largest sucker 

mm. 
30 
21 
20 
17 
24 
59 
60 
.17 
56 
60 
62 
56 
57 

2 

Distribution·-5z0 59' 30" S., 73° 33' 30" W., 75 fathoms. 
Type.-In British Museum, two males (one immature) and 

two immature fenlales. 

Polypus januarii (Steenstrup). 

Octopus jalluar£i, .. Steenstrup, MS.,'" Hoyle, Diagnoses I, p. 229; 
PreZz'm. Rep., p. 105 (1885); I Challellger' Rep., XVI (Cepha.lopoda), 
pp. 97-98, pI. 7, figs. 1-4 (1886) i Octopus janllarii, Goodrich, Trans. 
Linn. Soc. ZooZ., 2, VII, part I, p. 19 (I896): Polypus jalluarii, 
Hoyle, Bull. Jlus. Compo Zoot., XLIII, p. 18, pI. 5. fig. 2 (I90 4a) ; 
Berry, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., p. 392 (19 12). 

~\,I 5~l! rnvestigator' station 222: 2I-xii-1896, Andaman Sea, I3° 27'N., 
93b I..t' 30 " E., 405 fathoms-One ~. 

M .!i.y_l I Investigator' station 332 : I 2-iv- 1904, 10° 2 I' N., 92° 46' I,)" E t 

279 fathoms-One ~ . 
M J_\H I Investigator' station 297: I3-iv-Ig02, Gulf of Oman, 25° I I' 30" 

N., 57° IS' E., 689-700 fathoms-One O· 
M 1i\f.~ I Investigator' station 343: 19-x-I904, Gulf of Oman, 23° 46' IS" 

N., 58° 3 1' So" E., 609 fathoms-One ~ 

These are all characterized by a round body of very soft con
sistency, enorffiOUS eyes, and arms of from three and a half to five 
times the length of the ventral mantle. The arms are not so long 
in proportion to the body as in Hoyle's description, but this is a 
character depending much on preservation. The first and second 
pairs seem to be always longer than the others, and slightly thicker 

L This tint seems like a deposit over a reddish-brown colour. 
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than t\1e ventral pair. The suckers are small, prominent and far 
apart; none are enlarged in the male. The umbrella attains to one
third or one-fourth of the arms, is lowest ventrally and about 
equal elsewhere. It is continued on the outer margins of the 
arms, but not remarkably so except in the largest .specimen. The 
mantle-opening is placed just below the eye. The funnel is much 
fused to the head and reaches to about one-third of the distance 
to the umbrella luargin. Two specimens were examined with 
regard to the funnel organ. One is in too bad condition; but the 
other, M SIll, possesses an oval, somewhat shield-like median 
pad, and two oblong lateral pads of about half the width of the 
median one. It is possible that these may have been joined to the 
median pad at the posterior end. The tip of the hectocotylized 
arm ·resembles that figured by Hoyle (r886, pI. 7, fig 2) except 
that, as in the examples recorded by Goodrich, the ridges are more 
marked. All the examples are quite smooth and pinkish in colonr. 
The chromatophores are very minute, and of various tints from 
yellow-brown to purple-red. The principal measurements are ap
pended:-

Specimen number ~ 1 l!tl! M 11-\1_1_ M llHl 
1 

M a1L4:~ 
1 

mm. mm. mm. n1m. 

End of body to mantle-margin 2..t. 2-~ 37 42 

" " " " 
eye 29 31 54 60 

Eye to umbrella 37 40 70 

Breadth of body 24 21 30 40 

" I' head 18 20 18 1 26 1 
1st right arm 118 i 96 140 182 
2nd " II 115 2- 90 136 201 
3rd 

" " 
112 mutilated. 6S 201 

4th ., 
" lIS " 117 192 

1st left 
" 

13S 93 mutilated. 18S 
2nd II 

" 130 8S~ 124 168 
3rd 

" II 122 84 I~4 172 
4th " II 122 180 763 75 
Hectocotylus .,. 13 
Diameter of largest sucker 1"SO 2 1'50 3 

Distribution.-Off Barra Grande, Brazil (type locality); Rio 
de Janeiro, Brazil, and North Pacific, east of Japan (Hoyle) ; Bay 
of Bengal and Andaman Sea (Goodrich); Off the Cocos Islands 
(80yle). 

Polypus tonganus, Hoyle. 

Octopus tOllganus, Hoyle, Diagnoses I, p. 225 (1885) ; Prel£lIz. Rep., 
p. 100 (1885) i • Challenger I Rep., XVI {Cephalopoda), pp. 83-84, 
pI. 8, figs. I, 2 (1886); Hedley, Mem. Austr'. Mus. Sydney, III, pp. 
S20, 550 (1899) i Polypus tonganus, Hoyle, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 
XLII,I, no. 1, p. 17 (19°4); Fauna and Geogr. Maldive Laccadive 
A,'chzp" II I sUPEl. I, p. 978 (190S). 

M 796 I' . -T- nvestlgator statIOn 242: 2-X-I898, 
N" 71° 41' E., 56-58 fathoms-One c! 

Al=abian Sea, 17° 27 

1 In bad condition. 2 Less tip. 3 In course of regeneration. 
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This resembles the type male in the British Museum very 
closely but is a little lighter in colour on the lower surface. 

The hectocotylus is exactly like that of the type. It will be 
remembered that the latter has four enlarged suckers on each 
lateral arm; the present specimen does not show these probably 
because the ar ms are in course of regeneration. The first and third 
pairs are the most slender at the base and the second and fourth 
the strongest and thickest. 

The web is very short, highest laterally and lowest ventrally. 
The funnel organ appears to be W-shaped but is not in good 
condition. A few very small tubercles are present on the head and 
dorsal mantle, Colour buff densely covered above with very 
minute dark brown chromatophores, paler beneath. The dark 
dorsal surface of arms presents a strong contrast to the flesh
coloured ventral surface. 

The principal measurements are appended :-

End of body to mantle-margin 
" " " "eye 

Eye to umbrella 
Breadth of body 
J st right arm! 
2nd " " 
3rd " " 
4th II " 

1St left " 
2nd" " 
3rd " " 
4th " " 
Hectocotylus 
Diameter of largest sucker 

mm. 

3 1 

38 
16 
22 

92 

148 
7,1 

200 

86 
145 
69 
72, 

'" ca. 1 

Distrib'lttion.-Pacific Inslllar Region; Indian Ocean. 
Type.-In British Museum, one male, two females. 

Polypus bandensis (Hoyle). 

Octopus bandens-is, Hoyle, D£agnoses I, p. 227 i Prel-im. Rep., I, p. 109 
(1885) j Challenger' Rep., XVI (Cephalopoda), p. 96, pI. 7, figs. 2 

and 10 (1886); Appellof, Ablz. d. Senckenb. natllrf. Ges., XXIV, 
p. 566 ( 1898). 

l\'l ~llQJl Investigator'statioil [52; 12-xii-1893, II! milesS. 830 W. of 
Colombo Lt., 26! fathoms-One ~ 

The extreme length of the third arms is the most important 
.character of this species. 

The present example has a roundish body separated from the 
head by a constriction, and the head is wider than the body owing 
to the large prominent eyes. The third arms are about six times 
the length of the mantle and nearly twice as long as any of the 
other arms. Umbrella very short and membranous, about equal 
all round, continued on the outer surface of the arms, and forming 
--------------------~--------- ----------

I A study of the base of the arms shows that the short ones are evidently in 
course of regeneration. 
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large webs on the third pair. Siphon pointed, and reaching 
halfway between the mantle and margin of umbrella. 1?rominent 
tubercles surround the eyes and a few are scattered on the dorsal 
surface of the mantle. The ventral mantle has a' median furrow, 
and eight little pits arranged in a row of four pairs at I mm. from 
the posterior end. As indications of similar pits appear elsewhere, 
I believe them to be surface indentations due to accidental 
pressure sustaine<;l in transit 1. 

Colour buff with reddish-brown chromatophores, usually thinly 
distributed, but forming definite patches below -each eye on the 
constriction between head and body, and also on each side of the 
mantle at about half way between the first patch and the end of 
the body. The arms show dark patches on their outer surface 
arranged either in pairs or in single bars. 

The principal measurements are appended:-

End of body to mantle-margin 
II " " ,. eye 

Eye to umbrella 
Breadth of body 

I II head 
I st right arm 
2nd" " 
3rd '" " 
4th" " 
1st left I, 

2nd" " 
3rd " " 
4th" " " 
Diameter of largest sucker 

Distribut-ion.-Banda, Ternate. 
Type.-In British Museum, one young specimen. 

Polypus globosus (Appe1l6f). 

mm. 
6 
7 

... 6'50 

-.. S·5° 
.,.6'50 

26 
27 
46 less tip. 
34 
39 
36 
59 
35 

ca. '50 

Octopus globosus, Appellof, K. Svensk. Vetensk. Akad. Handl., XXI, pp. 
7, 8, pI. I, figs. 4, 5 (1886); Ortmann, Zool. 7ahrb., III, p. 662 
(1888); Octopus rugosus (pars), Ortmann, Zoot. 7altrb., V, p. 669 
(1891); Octopus globos,us, Goodrich, Trans. L~·nn. Soc., VII, p. 19, pI. 
5, fig. 81 (1896); Joubtn, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, XXII, p. 98 (1897) ;' 
Appellof, Abh. d. Senckenb. naturf. Ges., XXIV, pp. 565, 566 ( 1898) ; 
Polypus globosus" ~oyle, Proc. Roy. Phys. Soc. Edinburgh, XVII" 
p. 259 (no descrIptlOn) (1909); Berry, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., 
p. 388 (I912a). 

1\1 s f2 Bombay-One O. 
1\1 8 217~ Off Gopalpore, 25-28 fms., Sept., 1909, trawler' Golden Crown' 

Bengal Fish. Dept.-One 0" J 

M 5\5..Q Bandra, near Bombay (7. w. Caunter)-One O. 

The globular body, small mantle-opening ventral furrow 
~rder of ~rms, and the colouring and sculptu~e of these thre~ 
httle specImens closely agrees with the description of the type. 
The umbrella, which is about one quarter the length of the arms, 

• 1 All the specimens were wrapped in muslin and closely packed in soldered 
In boxes, and a few specimens had metal labels. 
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and about equal all round, is so membranous as to be almost. 
transparent, while that of the type is described as " quite thick" ,. 
but the much smaller size of the present examples may account 
for the difference. It is continued up the arms, as in Appellof's 
(1886, p. 8) description, " in the form of two keels on their outer 
sides." The terminal organ of tbe hectocotylized arm resembles 
Goodrich's illustration, and appears to have no striae in the 
concave part; the sperm canal, on the contrary, is transversely 
striate throughout. In the two largest specimens the arms are 
bent back over the head, and one or two suckers are markedly 
enlarged on the lateral arms. In the specimen M ~V-!i the arms 
are only partially bent over the head, the terminal organ of the 
hectocotylized arm is very short, and looks as if it was only in 
process of formation, and no suckers appear to be enlarged on the 
lateral arms; t",ro rows of large dark chromatophores are present 
on all the- arms, and on the dorsal mantle a few large, almost black, 
chromatophores are interspersed with small brown ones, while on 
the ventral mantle the large dark spots only are present, being 
placed about I mm. ap3:rt. The specimen M ~.:¥Hl was found in a 
hole in a rock at low tide. 

The principal measurements are appended :-

Specimen number ... M li~~ 1\1 ~y:"'>.(). 1\1 '" 2/ Ii 
mm. mm. mm. 

End of body to mantle-margin 12 13 6 
. , " " "eye I 7 15 9 

Breadth of body 14 14 7 
" "hpad 12 12 8 

1st right arm 64 43 19 less tip. 
2nd " 72 50 24 

3rd ,. 59 -H 20 

-t-th " 69 4.R 22 
J st left 60 44 20 

2nd,. 7 I 53 22 less tip. 
3rd" " 6R 5 I 22 

~th" " 62 44 22 
Hectocotylus 4 ca. 3 ca. '25 
Length of funnel 5 ca. 5 2'50 

Diameter of largest sucker J 2 I 

Distribution.-Japan (Appell6f, Joubi-n); Straits of Malacca, 
Kabusa Islands, Nicobar Islands, Bombay, Ceylon (Goodrich). 

Type.-In Zoological Museum, Upsala University, two females. 

Polypus fusiformis (Brock). 

Octopus fusiformis, Brock, Zool. Jahrb .. V, p. 601, pI. 16, figs. I and 
2 (1887); Octopus pisiformis, Hoyle. Proc. Royal Phys. Soc. Edin
bU1'gh, p. 5 (merely listed'l (1897). 

M 1i2~~~~ Palk Straits, south of India-Two ~ 

These arE characterized by a very long narrow body with 
extremely narrow neck and prominent eyes; mantle-opening so 

·wide that it is visible from above; arms of about five times the 
length of the body and tapering to very fine points; umbrella 
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extending about one-fifth of the len~th of the ar~ls, and wit~ in
dications showing that it was contInued on t~elr out~r margIns; 
funnel long, conical, and adherent for two-thIrds of Its length; 
funnel organ in bad condition in both specimens; surface smooth, 
except ·for a few small tubercles, chiefly on the dorsal surface of. 
the mantle head and umbrella; no cirri; colour brownish above, 
paler belo~; dorsal surface with very man.y minute dark chro
matophores, which are fewer, and of a reddIsh-brown colour, ven
trally. These seem to agree \vith Brock's description very closely, 
except that he describes the umbrella in his specimen to be highest 
ventrally, and prolonged in a well developed swimming membrane 
to the points of the arms. In the" largest of the present specimens 
the urn brella is slightly highest d9rsally, and in the other example 
it is about equally developed all round. Bro'ck remarks that this 
species" is excellently characterized by the long spindle-shaped 
body, which is completely like -a Loligo w-ithout fins", and that no 
species already described resembles it. 

An example of Cis top us indicus, Gray, in the British Museum, 
bears, however, a strong superficial resemblance in colour and 
form, but possesses arms seven or eight times the length of the 
body, and an umbrella about one-eighth of the arms. As, however, 
a careful examination fails to reveal any trace of pouches between 
the arms in the present specitnens, I have no doubt that they 
belong to the form described by Brock. Steenstrup is very doubt
ful whether d'Orbigny's two figures of Cistopus indlcus represent 
;~e sa~e species: "He is disposed to regard the type of Rapp' s 

speCIes as haVIng been -a true Octopus and for the form with 
C( pou~he~,' between the arms he has adopted the name Cist~pus 
bursar~us (Hoyle r886a., p. 19). It seems, therefore, possible 
that. Brock's form may be identical with the type of Rapp's 
speCIes. 

The principal measurements of the present examples are ap
pended:-

Specimen number ... 1\1 Ji.!J.I..:A 

End of body to rri'antle-margin 
mm. 

43 
" " " "eye 

Eye to umbrella at left side 
"" " " right " 

Breadth of body ... 
" " head 

67 
50 
3S 
24 
22 

" " neck 
J st right arm 
2nd " " 
Jrd " " 
-+th " " 

15 
200 
185 
128 

1st left arm 135 
162 

2nd" " 167 
3rd " " 

M .!i~8~ 
1 

tum. 
43 
60 
36 
36 
21 
16 
9 

155 
143 
156 
143 
151 
160 
137 h 135 

4t " " 
Length of funnel ::: 125 110 
Diameter of largest sucker 2~ 16 

3 

Distribution.-Amboina, a male presented hy the natives. 
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Polypus microphthalmus (Goodrich). 

Octopus microphthalmus, Goodrich, Trans. Linn. Soc., VII, p. 20, pI. 5, 
figs. 83, 84 (1896). 

lSlS)l~-~ Karnaphuli River; Chittagong, Dec., 1914 (A. C. Chowdhury) 
- fwo ~ 

These have a long narrow body with a yet narrower head, 
wide mantle-opening placed a little below and in line with the eye,! 
visible from above; eyes small; siphon with broad apex extend
ing above the eyes and half-way to unlbrella margin; free for half 
its length; no trace of funnel organ in either, although the 
specimens are in very good condition; arnlS not very tapering at 
the tips, and about two and a half times the length of the body. 
Web lowest ventrally, and highest in both at the right side, ex
tending to about one-third of the length of the arms but not 
continued up them. Suckers small and Inuch elevated, very like 
Goodrich's illustration (pI. 5, fig. 83). Surface quite smooth every
where. Colour white, speckled with minute, dark-grey or purple
black, round chromatophores, which are most numerous on the 
dorsal surface of head and mantle where they form occasionally 
elongate grey smears. Larger chromatophores: measuring about 
50 mm., are also present on the mantle and form two rows up each 
arm, each spot being placed about 3 mm. apart. These rows are 
very ornamental, and are especiaUy distinct on the umbrella region. 
The inner surface of web and oral aspect of arms is sparsely 
sprinkled with small dots. 'l'here is a tendency, especially in the 
smaller specimen, to form pockets in the umbrella. These are not 
to be compared to the aquiferous pouches of Cistopus indicus, Gray, 
as they are men::ly tranverse or oblique folds of the vveb extending 
from one arm to the next at about the middle of umbrella. They 
are not confined to any particular pair of arms but are most 
developed between the laterals, where the umbrella is widest, and 
are scarcely inditated between the ventral pair. 

'l'his delicately-pretty species seems to differ from the other 
more or less pale and smooth-skinned Polyps of this region chiefly 
by its small eyes, wide mant~e-opening, and short arms possessing 
very prominent suckers and with web not continued up them. 
Polypus elegans (Brock), P. tusilormis (Brock) and P. pricei 
(Berry), are perhaps the nearest to it. 

P. elegans has, however, very prominent eyes, a pointed fun
nel, much longer arms, and chromatophores which" ahnost vanish 
in alcohol." P. fusiformis has a narrower body and head, and 
longer arms and web, and P. price2~ is of much more delicate 
consistency with huge eyes and a longer web. 

The principal dimensions are given below: -

lOne specimen has the mantle-opening at one side placed as in the type, e.g., 
at " rather more than halfway from the siphon to the eve." 
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Specimen number 1\1 1..°
1
72-

mm. 

End of body to mantle-margin 26 
Breadth of body 20 

" " head IS 
Eye to umbrella 20 

Length of funnel I I 

1st right arm 65 
2nd " " 6-t. 
3rd " " 83 

I 82 -+t 1 " " 
Diameter of largest sucker 1'75 

Distribution.-Port Blair, Andaman Islands. 
Type.-In Indian Museum, Calcutta, a female. 

Polypus herdmani t Hoyle. 

[VOL. XII, 

M .!.Q1.~ 
1 

mm. 

3 1 
22 
14 
23 
13 
67 
75 
81 
76 

1'75 

Polypus herdmall':, Hoyle, Rep. Pearl Oyste1' F':sh. Gulf of ,Jfanaar, 
p, 187, pI. I (IY0..t-) j Hoyle, Proc. Zoot. Soc. London, p. 454 (1907). 

~f !i~f~ Pearl Banks, Ceylon (1'. Southwell)-One ~ 

1~his has a round body with a median ventral groove; mantle
opening placed a short distance below and behind the eyes, and 
extending a little less than half round the body; arms stout and 
nearly four times the length of the mantle; suckers apparently 
ceasing at a short distance from the tip of each arm; umbrella 
extending about one-fourth of the length of the arms, continuing 
moderately on their outer margins, lowest dorsally and highest 
between the two ventral pairs; siphon small, not passing the level 
of the eye, and reaching nearly half way to the edge of umbrella; 
ocellar spots (each consisting of a dark oval patch surrounded by 
a narrow lighter coloured ring) placed about half way between the 
eye and the edge of umbrella; numerous elongated warts and 
tubercles placed chiefly round eyes and on dorsal surface of head and 
umbrella; inside of umbrella wrinkled but not tubercled. Colour 
greyish-brown, produced by minute brown chr~matophores on a 
buff ground; ventral surface paler and browner. It will be seen 
from the above notes that this specimen seems to differ .from the 
description of the type only in having a somewhat smaller mantle
opening, and that the ocellar spots are placed a little nearer the 
umbrella, The latter difference may be accounted for by contrac
tion, many nuchal wrinkles being present. 

The principal measurenlents are appended :-

End of body to mantle-margin 

" " " "eye 
Eye to umbrella 
Breadth of hody 

" " head 
1st right arm 
2nd" " 
3rd " ., 

Inm. 
8 

12 

8_'50 

8 
9 

25 I 
.. mutilated. 

31 

1 All.the arms are much curled up, so that measurements can only be regarded 
as approXlmate, 
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4th right arm 
1st left arm 
2nd" " 
3rd " " 
-I-th" II 

I ~ength of funnel ... 
Diameter of largest sucker 

" " eye-opening 
Ocellus 

mm. 
28 
26 
28 

32 
... mutilated. 

3'5° 

2 

Distribution.-Ceylon (type locality); Zanzibar (Hoyle). 

Polypus arborescens, Hoyle. 

Polypus arborescells, Hoyle, Rep. Pearl Oyster Fish. Gulf of Manaar, 
p. 189, pI. 2, figs. 8, q, 12 ; pI. 3 (19°4) i Fauna and Geogr. illaldive 
Laccadi7}e Arclz(b., II, suppl. I, p. 979 (1905) j Proc. Zool. Soc. LondoJl. 
p. 45·~ (190 7)' 

:\1 ~\'H: Pearl Banks, Ceylon (T. Southwell)-One d'. 

This possesses a round body with a constriction at the neck, 
and a mantle-opening placed about halfway between the eye. 
and an unusually broad siphon; the latter has a blunt apex, and 
reaches nearly halfway to the margin of umbrella. The arms are 
about three tirrles the length of the mantle, and are bent back 
over the body revealing that the first four suckers on each arm 
are placed singly, and that all have the eighth, ninth and tenth 
suckers enlarged. Umbrella lowest dorsally, extending about one
third of the length of the arms, and continued on their outer 
margins. Terminal organ of hectocotylized ,arm very small. 
Colour of body grey with dark lines; arms reddish with light 
coloured patches, each of which is the seat of a cirrus. Cirri very 
numerons even on the ventral surface, many being much branched 
and measuring 2 mm. in length. 

The principal measurements are appended :-

End of body to mantle-margin 
" " " " eye 

Breadth of body 
" " head 

I st right arm 
2nd " " 
Jrd " " 
4th " " 
I st left " 
2nd' J ,. 

3rd " " 
4th " " 
Hectocotylus 

Distribution.-Indian Ocean; Zanzibar. 

Polypus hoylei, Berry. 

111111. 

6 

5 
7 

18 
20 

19 
22 

.. , mutilated. 
19 
21 

21 

'50 

Polypus IlOylei Berry, P,'oc. U. S. Nat. lrlus., XXXVII, pp. -1-07-8, 
text-fig. 1 (1909) j Bull. Buy, Fish. U. S. A., XXXII, pp. 296-298. 
text-fig. 15, pI. '48, figs. 2--t, pI. .55, fig. I (1914). 
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1\1 1'-\2_;i I nvestigator station 379: S-x- 190 5, Persian Gulf, 28° 59' N., 
50° 3' E., 25 fathoms-One d' .. . 0 , 

1\1 ~LV!..:!!. Investigator station 360 : 2U-Xll- IgoS, Arabian Sea, 13 36 
N., 47° 32 ' E., 130 fathoms-Two d· . 

1\1 SJjl± 'Investigator' station 464: 22-1V- 1912 , S. of Ceylon, 6° 2' 30" 
No, 81° 29' E., 52-68 fathoms-One ~ 

These agree very closely with Berry's full description and 
excellent fig,ures. All are characterized by a soft body; very large 
eves with small openings, stout arms of about two and a half 
times the length of the mantle: a semitransparent umbrella ex
tending about equally (slightly less between ventral pair) on all 
the arms for from one-third to nearly one half of their length, and 
continued along their outer margins in membranous expansions; 
a very small mantle-opening; and funnel organ of two V-shaped 
pads. 

The tip of the hectocotylized arm is stout and broad, and 
the usual transverse grooves are very obscure in two examples, 
and absent in the third. 

The male specimens show no special enlargement of the 
suckers. The ventral mantle is divided by an incipient groove 
in one specimen only. 

In three examples the funnel is free for the anterior third, or 
less, of its length, in the other it is totally fused to the head. The 
latter specimen is from comparatively shallow \vater, but the fused 
funnel, when opened, disclosed the same peculiar type of organ 
and the specimen did not appear to differ from the rest in any 
other character. / Two examples exhibit clearly two cirri near each 
eye, one being placed above and the other below its dorsal edge. 
The sculpture and colouring are very striking; each of the numer
ous tubercles is surrounded by a dotted circle of minute reddish
brown chromatophores, producing a somewhat star-like, or white
spotted pattern. The tubercles are sometimes continued on the 
ventral surface, and a few may be observed on the inner dorsal 
surface of the umbrella. In two specimens the dorsal chromato
phores are so dense as to present a purple-red tone, and the lower 
surface appear much paler by contrast. 

'l'hree of Berry's specimens were taken at 257-460 fathoms, 
and the remaining one off the Hawaiian Islands, depth unknown. 
The present examples show that the species does not restrict its 
range to deep water. 

The principal measurements are appended :-
Specimen number 1\1 ~\~li M 1i125 

1 
M 1i.L2....§. 

1 
M !LU:-4 

1 

End of body to mantle-margin 
mm. mm. mm. mm. 

3 1 ' 32 25 30 

" " " "eye 40 49 38 48 
Eye to umbrella 30 42 22 31 
Breadth of body 28 30 26 38 

" "head 29 29 22 29 1st right arm 65 I 67 96 2nd 
" " 75 L 

3rd 70 92 
" " 47 60 45 1 

! In course of regeneration. 
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Specimen number M !i.!.ll. 
1 

M M125 
1 

M ~L~!!. 
1 

mm. mm. mm. 
1st left arm 1 82 69 
2nd I' ,. 80 1 65 
3rd I, ., 1 L 

4th II 'I 
L 85 

Hectocotylus 6 7 5 
Diameter of largest sucker 2 2 1.50 

Distribution.-In the archibenthal reglon of the 
Islands. 

Type.-In U. S. National Museum, an adult male. 

Polypus pricei, Berry. 

(PI. XXIII, figs. 7-8). 

M 1!ll± • 1 

mm. 

91 
100 
93 
93 

2 

Hawaiian 

Polypus pricei, Berry, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., pp. 73-5 (1913); 
Polypus juv., Berry, University of California Publications in Zool., 
VIII, p. 303, 304 (lgIl). 

M 1!.!~t~-!. Investigator station 366: Io-iv-rgo6, Arabian Sea, 24-° 45 ' 
N., 63° 50' IS" E., 544 fathoms-Three is. 

This species possesses the delicate and fragile appearance of 
a pelagic organism, and is so transparent that the venous system 
'can be distinctly traced. without a lens, all about the head and 
up each arm. The body is soft and ,elongate, and the head is 
occupied by large protninent eyes. The arms are two and a half 
times the length of the body, and have small but very prominent 
suckers placed rather far apart; none are specially enlarged. The 
hyaline umbrella attains more than one-third of the length of the 
arms, continues a little on their outer margins, and is slightly less 
between the ventral pair. Berry describes the umbrella as ex
tending about equally between all the arms for c, perhaps a twelfth 
of their length" His specirnens were, however, all taken from 
the stomach of a salmon and it seems reasonable 'to suppose that 
the 'fragile melnbrane constituting the umbrella lnight easily 
suffer injury under such conditions. The mantle opens just below 
the eye. The funnel has an unusually broad apex, and the f nnnel 
organ is so peculiar that two specimens were examined, and both 
were found to agree exactly. The median organ consists of two' 
yery small, oblong, widely-spaced pads, placed rather near the 
anterior margin of the funnel, an¢! single lateral pads of sirnilar 
shape and size are also present. In the smallest specimen the 
median pads measure about 1'50 mm. in length, and the space 
between them is about 3 mm. Owing to the condition of Berry's 
specimens, he was unable to give a , drawing of the funnel organs 
which is therefore given here (pI. xxiii, fig. 8). The hectocotylus 
(not observed in the type) is also figured (pl. xxiii, fig. 7). The ter
minal organ is small, and the usual transverse furrows are faintly 
marked in the largest specimen, and almost invisible in the others; 

I In course of regeneration. 
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the sperm canal is moderately defined, A,l1 the exam~les h~ve a 
perfectly smooth surface and are pale buff In. colour wIth minute 
yel!ow-brown chronlatophores, interspersed with a fe~ larger ones, 
" The two alternating longitudinal rows of large. light-coloured 
chromatophores" described by ~erry ~s decorating the .outer 
surface of each arm are very conspicuoUS In the present specImens 
in parts where the outer skin has been rubbed off. 

Some measurements of the largest and smallest examples are 
appended:-

Specimen number 

End of body to mantle- margin ... 
, , , , " " eye 

Eye to umbrella 
Breadth of body 

" "head 
I st right arm 
2nd ., " 
3rd ., " 
..j.th " 
1st left " 
2nd " " 
3rd " " 
4th " " 
Hectocotylus 
Length of funnel 
Diameter of largest sucker 
Diameter of eye 

1\1 R\'AO 

mm. 
26 
34 
28 
20 

14 
70 

64 
41 
71 

70 

72 

70 

68 
2'50 

14 
I 

7 

M ~.L'U. 
1 

mm. 
20 

27 
13 
13 
10 

54 
S3 
30 

47 
48 less tip. 
49 

mutilated, 
47 

1'75 
12 

·75 
5 

Distribution.-Off Point Pinos, Monterey Bay, California; 
four specimens from the stomach of a salmon (Onchorhynchus 
tschawytscha) , Santa Catalina Island, California. 

Type.-In the ..stanford IJniversity Collections, four female 
specimens. 

Polypus sp. 
M 'i~f~~, Locality lost-One ~ 

This would appear to have been preserved in alcohol for a 
long period, all trace of chromatophores having faded., leaving the 
specimen of a uniform dull pale-green colour. Bod y ovoid, firm, 
much wrinkled, but appearing to possess many tubercles on the 
dorsal surface and to be smooth below. A narrow fold of skin, 
more developed laterally than posteriorly divides the dorsal from 
the ventral region. Hoyle (1886, p. 89) says with regard to a 
similar character in P. australis: "It is doubtful what value 
(C is to be attached to the raised ridge mentioned above· it is to 
:: b.e seen in ~ther species under certain conditions, pos~ibly due 

either to different modes of preservation or to varying states 
CI of contraction; nevertheless, in the majoritv of forms it is never 
(( observed, and I am therefore inclined t<i' attribute to it a 
" certai,n systematic importance." 

,This, example does not, however, agree with any of the 
species hl~hert~. described as possessing a carinated membrane. 
The head IS a httle narrower. than the body and there is a large 
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conical cirrus on the posterior dorsal edge of each eye, with a 
smaller cirrus at the anterior dorsal edge. No nuchal constriction; 
eyes not prominent. Arms about twice the length of the body, 
thick and muscular, tapering to fine points. Umbrella highest 
laterally, extending nearly one-third of the length of the arms, 
measuring 80 mm. between the dorsal and 70 mm. between the 
ventral pair; continued on outer margins of arms. Mantle
opening placed nearly at the ventral edge of eye and but little 
below it. Siphon conical, about half of its length projecting above 
level of eyes; funnel organ W-shaped, the median pads being 
very wide and touching one another throughout most of their 
length; the lines forming the commencement and end of the (( W" 
meet in a point and all the other angles are rOllnded. 

In the short arms, ocular cirri, and the deep scoop out occur
ring on the umbrella margin between dorsal arms, this resembles 
P. rugosus. It differs, however, in the long narrow body and the 
broad funnel organ to the specimens referred to P. 1'Ugosus in the 
present paper. Compared with an example of P. vulgaris from 
Plymouth), this has a longer and narrower body, a wider mantle
opening) larger suckers, a higher umbrella dorsally, and a blunter 
apex to the siphon; the latter also reaches higher above the eye 
than in P. vulgaris.· The ventral mantle in the Plymouth specimen 

. measures 85 mm. in length and 84 mm. in breadth, and the dis
tance from the end of the body to the eye is 100 mm. 

The principal measurements of the specimen M 'i-\".!> are as 
follows :-

End of body to mantle-margin 
" t, " "eve 

Eye to umbrella 
Breadth of body 

" "head 
1st right arm 
2nd .t ,t 

Jrd 
4th " tt 

I st left " 
2nd " 
3rd " 
--I-th " " 
Diameter of largest sucker 

" 't eye-opening 
Length of funnel 
Breadth of funnel at apex 

Polypus sp. 

mm. 
128 

L~6 
88 
89 
67 

mutilated. 
287 
270 

278 
... mutilated. 

't 
" 

277 
16 
9 

5S 
IS 

:\1 !i¥~ Kilakarai, Ramnad District, Gulf of Manaar, South India. from 
coral reefs, Feb. I913 (S. rr. I(emp ).:.-One ~ 

This is too small to determine with certainty. It is charac
terized 1?y an oblong body; very prominent eyes, each having a 

( Kindl\" forwarded by the Marine Biological Laboratory, Plymouth. Mrl" 
19I~. ~ -
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large four-lobed cirrus at the centre of its dorsal edge; arms 
about three times the length of the mantle; umbrella about a 
quarter the length of the arms, a little hig.her laterally, about 
equal elsewhere, not continued on outer mar~lns of arms; ~antle, 
opening placed just behind .• and on a level with, the posterior end 
of the eye; siphon reaching about half w.ay to the edge of umbrella. 
Colour above greyish, produced by minute red-brown chroma~o
phores closely sprinkled on a buff ground; paler below, w1th 
fewer and larger chromatophores. On the outer su~face of each 
arm there is a row of fottr to six large dark chromatophores which 
cease at about the edge of the umbrella, or, more rarely, a little· 
above it. Numerous small pointed tubercles are scattered over 
the dorsal surface. The ventral mantle is smooth except for a 
tnedian grooves Compared with the descriptions of Hoyle, Wiilker 
and Berry of young specimens of this genus, the present example 
seems to be nearest to Polypus H. (Hoyle, 1904, p. 197) and 
Polypus M. (Hoyle, 190 7, p. 455). 

The principal measurements are appended:-

End of body to mantle-margin 
" " " II eye 

Eye to umbrella 
Breadth of body 

" " head 
1st right arm 
2nd" " 
3rd " 
4th" " 
1st left " 
2nd II 

3rd .. " 
4th II 

Polypus sp. 

mIn. 
5 
6 
4 
4 
5 

19 
mutilated. 

17 
18 
17 
20 

17 
14 

M ~02°Q. Investigator station 557: l-xi-19131 Port l\1aria, Elphinstone 
I 12° 3' ,...'1 N 3° I 'f E h 11' 0 

'1 2 I.~ ., 9 2 00 'J sore .co ectlng- ne ~ 

This young example does not seem to agree with the charac
ters of any of the described species, and the comparison is rendered 
more difficult by the mutilation of the ventral arms which are 
represented only by stumps with the first two suckers, and as a 
consequence of this much of the umbrella is also absent. 'fhe 
principal charac.ters are: elongate body; prominent eyes; arms 
two and a half tlmes the length of the mantle with large suckers 
the first four being placed singly; umbrella (,,:here present) about 
one- fifth t~e length of the arms, continued conspicuously on the 
outer margins of the arnlS ?-lmost to the extremity; man tIe-opening 
at ventral edge of ~ye; siphon somewhat pointed and reaching 
above arm. ~oots, slphonal organ probably W-shaped but i~ not in 
good condition; dorsal surface, and inside of urn brella between 
dorsal arms, ~uch \vrinkled and "vith many small tubercles, the 
latter becoming less numerous on the mantle which has a smooth 
ventral surface without a median groove, only a few elongate 
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wrinkles being present. Ocular cirri not apparent. Colour buff 
with numerous minute dark chromatophores which are equally 
small, but much fewer, ventrally. This approaches P. rugosus 
more than any other species in the collection, but the eye, 
in the examples which have been referred in the present list to 
that species is lower in regard to the position of the siphon than 
it is in M 1Ul:Pil, and this would seem to be a character less depen
dent on modes of preservation than such differences as the elongate 
shape of the body and the absence of ocular cirri. 

The principal measurements are appended :-

End of body to mantle-margin 
II " II II eye 

Eye to umbrella 
Breadth of body 

" " head 
[st right arm 
2nd 'I 

3rd 
..j.th " " 
1st left arm 
2nd., II 

3rd " to 

4th" " 
Length of funnel . , , 
Diameter of largest sucker 

Eledonella diaphana (Hoyle). 

111m. 

19 
25 
10 
[2 

12 
39 
46 
47 

mutilated . 
", 38 
.. ' 45 
... 50 
mutilated. 

6 
2 

Japetella diaphana, Hoyle, Diagnoses, I, p. 232 j Prelim. Rep., I, p. 
108 (1885) j Eledonella dlaphana, Hoyle, 'Challenger' Rep., XVI 
(Cephlopoda), pp. 187-8, pI. 9, figs. 3-6 (1886) j Bull. Mus. Compo 
Zoot., XLIII, No. I, p.22, pI. 5, fig. II (19°4); Joubin, Res. Camp. 
Sci. jl;fonaco, XVII, pp. 37'39, pI. 2, figs. 5-7 (1901) j C. R. Acad. 
Paris, XXXVI, p. 101 (1903). 

!\of 1-211.1 Investigator station 273: 27-xii-1900, Laccadive Sea, 12° 47' 
N., 73° 44' 45" E" 823-870 fathoms-One. 

Nt 1 \5.1 ' Investigator' station 3 15 : 12-iv-I903, S. of Andaman Islands. 
10° 6' N., 92° 29' E., 70S fathoms-One. 

Specimen M 1 tIt.!. agrees closely with Hoyle's description of the 
type and it is interesting to note that some of the suckers have a 
circular opening and others the quadrangular or triangular form 
which Hoyle thought was probably due to shrinking. The siphon 
extends two-thirds of the distance to the umbrella margin and its 
organ is a J\·shaped pad. The third arms are nearly as long as 
the mantle. Colour pale with red-brown spots. 

Specimen M 1\3.!. differs a little from the type but agrees very 
closely with the illustrations and measurements of an almost 
similar sized specimen referred by J oubin (I gOI) to this species. 
The arms and siphon are shorter and the umbrella higher than in 
the type. The latter is highest between the dorsal arms, extend
ing to two-thirds of their length, and attains about half the length 
of the other arms. The mantle extends 6 mm. below and 7 mm. 
at either side of the visceral sac. About eighteen suckers are 
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present on the longest arm. Neither specimen shows any trace 
of a hectocotylus. 

The principal measurements are appended:-

Specimen number 

End of body to dorsal mantle-margin 
" ,. " '/ eye 

Eye to umbrella 
Breadth of bod\' 

" "head 
J .engt h of eye 

/, " siphon 
1st right arm 
2nd . I, " 

3rd 
..J.th .. 
1st left ,. 
2nd II 

Jrd " 
..J.th " 

1\1 Ufl 
mm. 

33 
39 

7 
22 
12 

7 
10 

M l.:t.;i.l 
1 

mm. 
23 
27 
6 

20 

12 
6 

mutilated. 
~91. 

5 
ca·7 

ca.II 
mutilated, 29 1 

22 
20 
22 
31 1 

21 

9 
9 

lnutilated. 
14 
10 

Distributt"on.-North of Papua (Hoyle, r886}; BetweenMadeira 
and :Nlorocco (Joubin, Ig01); Tropical Pacific (Hoyle, 190 4); Off 
Cape 'Terde (Joubin, I903): 

Eledonella sp. 

:\1 ~\lO Arabian Sea, 947 fathoms-One. 
1\1 SllS7 'Investigator' station 393 : 2I-X-I91I, Bay of Bengal} 7° 21' 6" 

N " 85° 7'15" E., net at 400 fathon1s, soundings 2000 fathoms-One. 
~vl 8.\41. Investigator' station 462a : 20-iv-I912, Bay of Bengal, 9° 8' 

:\f., 87° 25' E., 475 fathoms-One. 

Specimen M '§_\-lQ consists of fragments of a very large example. 
The siphon, which has a A-shaped organ, measures 15 mm. in 
length and 6 mm. at the apex which is flattened. None of the 
arms shows any sign of a hectocotylus, and as they are all detached 
from the body their order cannot be ascertained. 'l'he shortest 
measures 100 mm. in length -and possesses thirteen suckers 
arranged singly, but unequal gaps and fibres of muscle show that 
many suckers are missing. 'fhe six largest are placed on the 
distal half and measure nearly 5 mm. in diameter by 5 mm. in 
height; the most distal sucker measures I '25 mm. in diameter and 
the final 8 mm. of arnl is devoid of suckers. All are shaped as 
described by Hoyle for E. diaphana and have a quadrangular 
opening raused by four rounded lips folded towards each other as 
in Berry's figure of a single sucker of E. heathi) Berry (I912, pI. 
33, fig. 3). The longest arm measures 17I mnl. and has eleven 
suckers, the largest measuring 7 mm. in diameter at the base. 
The other arlDS measure I66 mm., 167 mm., 135 mm., 130 mm., 
125 mm., and 110 mm. in length. The mantle is denuded of 
epidermis ~ but th~ arms are pale buff with brown spots, and ·such 
of the anImal as IS present possesses the delicate hyaline consis--

1 I.f-c;s tip. 
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tency of the specimens referred to E. diaphana. Specimen M s 1 i~ 7 

is very young having a mantle-length of only 5 mm., the pallial 
opening is very wide and the eyes large: the siphon extends half 
way to the umbrella margin. The arms are all mutilated.' The 
utnbrella reaches to about the third sucker on the dorsal arms 
and is much shorter ventrally. Colour pale with a few reddish
brown chronlat.ophores. This and the following have been pre
served in fonnaUn. Specimen M ~-\J.:'! has a mantle of 8 mm. The 
third arms are the longest, and the siphon extends two-thirds 
of the distance to the umbrella margin. Colour as in specimen 
M 11 y~ 7 • Proba bly these specimens are referrable to E. diaphan.a. 

}4"anlily SEPIOLIDAE. 

Inioteuthis japonica, Verrill. 

IJIl'vteuthis ja,pOJl-icllJ Verrill, Rep. U. S. Fish. COIIIIII., p. -P7. footnote 
(1881); Joubin, Bull. Soc. Zool. Frllllce, XXII, p. 101 {1897' j Berry, 
Proc. Acad. 1Vat. Sci. Phil., pp. 405-8, pI. S, fig. 5 (1912al. 

~1 .!o-¥1.l.:1S Port Blair. Andaman Islands (S. TV. /<enzp )-T\\'o ~ one 
young. 

The two smallest of these specimens have a nlantle-Iength of 
5 and 9 mm. 

The largest female, compared \vith a male of I. maculosa, 
Goodrich, of similar lnantle-length, shows that I japonica has the 
nuchal commissure narrower than the length of the fin at inser
tion, 'while in I maculosa these nleasurements are about equal. 

The latter has a uniformly narrower body, shorter, rounder 
fins, and larger siphon than I. japonica. The bell-shaped mantle 
of the latter is very marked ill. the large female, when viewed 
ventrally. 

In I ·rnaculosa the chromatophores form large, dark-brown 
spots and blotches all over the body and arms, except the siphon 
and lo\ver surface of fins. 

In I. japonica they forln very minute bluish-red dots which 
become larger on the head, and the ventral surface of the fins and 
siphon is freckled with orange dots. A note 011 the label states 
that the specimens were bright yellow when alive. These three 
specimens of I. iaponica are all a little contracted, and seem to 
have a thicker skin and harder body than I 1ltaculosa, but these 
differences may be due to varying modes of preservation. 

The valve in the sipholl is much longer in the example ex
amined than in that of I. mac'ldosa. 

The measurements of this large female are appended :-

Specimen number 

End of body to mantle-margin 
Breadth of body 

" " head 
Nuchal commissure 
Fin length at insertion 

. .. 1\1 1 !!.~F .'i 

mm. 

13 
12 
10 

5 
() 
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Specimen number 

Jst right arm 
2nd " 
3rd " 
..J.th " 
Tentadc 
Club 

Distribution.-J apan. 

[VOL. XII, 

M .1.001.12 
... 2 

mm. 
R 
8 
9 
8 

J8 
-+ 

Type.-Cat. NO.9, 639 (part) Yale University Museum, a male. 

Inioteuthis maculosa, Goodrich. 

Inioteuth£s macuiosa, Goodrich, Trails. LinH. Soc., VII, pp.2-,), pI. I, 
figs. 1-3 (1896). . 

:'VI .!i~-i-.l Puri Beach, Orissa Coast (R. E. Lloyd)-One d'. . 
\1 JU)2~t± Investigator' station 556; off Burma Coast, Marine Survey ot 

India-One ~ 

The hectocotylus in the male specinlen closely resembles 
j oubin's (1897, p. lor) description of the modified arm in I iapo
nica, Vll., e.g., "Une membrane demi-circulaire, en forme de C, 
entoure un tubercule median." 

Such of the tentacular rings as are in a favourable position 
for examination show ten or eleven blunt teeth which seem to 
extend round the entire ring. What appear to be papillae are also 
present in the guise of small, pointed between-teeth. 

Some of the differences between this species and the last 
mentioned have been already pointed' out. 

The principal measurements are appended:-

Specimen number M ~~l_l ., . I 

mm. 
End of body to mantle-margin 13 
Breadth of body ... 10 

" " head 9 
Nuchal com m issure ... 3.50 

I.ength of fin at insertion ::: ... 3'50 
Breadth across fins IS 
I sl right arm 12 
2nd I, 

" 13 
Jrd " IS 
-l-th 

" 12 
Tentacle 20 
Club 7 

Distribution.-Andamans; Persian Gulf. 
Type.-In Indian Museum, Calcutta, two females. 

Euprymna morsei (Verrill), Steenstrup. 

M A~l~.! 
mm. 

8 
7 
6 
3 

l·SO 

10 

5 
7 
7 

ca. 6 
12 

,", 

Inioteuthz's morsei, Verrill, Rep. U. S. Ft'sh C01n11l., p. 417, footnote 
(1881); Joubin, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, XXII, p. 102 (1897); r Sepiola 
hursa, Pfeffer, Abh. Naturw. Ver. Hamburg, VII, p. 6, fig. 6 (1884) : 
Euprymna moYsei, Steenstrup, Overs, 1(. D. V£densk. Se1sk, Fork ... p. 
66, .. ( 1887) i Hoyle, Bull. Mu~. Compo Zool., XLIII, p. 26 (1904) j 

\\ ulker. Abh. d. II. Kl. d. k. Ak. fViss .. III Supp1.-Bd., I Abh., pp. 9 
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etc., pI. I, fig. 9; pI. 3, figs. 23,24; pl. 4, fig. 40 (19I<~); Berry, Proc. 
Acad. Nat. Sci. Ph£l., pp. 4°8-14, pl. 6, fig. I (1912a). 

l\1ll¥~ Nyanbyini Bay, Burma: 28-viii-191 I, 5 fathoms-One ~ 
:\1 fi\6J! Andamans-One d' 1899. 
M !iJ.-(-1: Persian Gulf (TO'lVnSe1fd)-One ? 
1\1 !i¥1...1! Hongkong (R. Hungerford)-One 0'. 

Berry states that the umbrella is" lacking or at best rudi
mentary between the dorsal arms." In the present specimens a 
delicate web extends to the third or fifth sucker between these 
arms. The hectocotylus in both males agrees with Berry's des
cription. In specimen M 8\6 Jl enlarged suckers appear on the third 
and fourth right arms, and in specimen M 8466J! on the third right 
and fourth left. Many suckers are missing from the other arms of 
both specimens. The enlarged suckers occur on the two ventral 
rows as noted by Berry. The principal measurements are appen
ded :-

Specimen number 
mm. mm. 

End of body to web between dorsal arms 24 J4 
" " " "mantle-margin 1 fi 18 

Breadth of body 15 12 

" nuchal commissl11-e H 7 
" head . .. 1 2 1 I 

" "fins ... . . 24 22 

Illutilah·d. [5 1st right arm 
2nd .. 17 19 
3rd .. IS 17 
-1-th , 14 16 
1st left 12 12 

2nd ,. J 6 17 
3rd ,. 14 16 
4th .. .. 13 IS 
Tentacle 15 14 
Club 6 ('a. 5 

111m. 
22 

IS 
12 

H 
J 1 

22 

m II tilated. 

J"nm 

21 

14 
IS 
16 
14 
II 

. , III utilated. 
16 
12 

., 27 
5 

Distribution.-Japan, Philippines (joubin) , Fornl0sa, Hong 
Kong, Andamans, Gulf of Manaar, Maldive Archipelago. 

Type.-Cat. No. 9,638, Yale University Museum, a female. 

Fan~i1y SEPIOLIDAE. 

NI ~'S-± Investigator' station 383: 23-xi- 1908, off Burma, 17° lW l\., 
94-° 8' E., 5J7 fathoms-One ~ 

'fhis is in such bad condition that it is not possible to say if 
a nuchal commissure was present or if the species was provided 
with a pen. 

The mantle is bell· shaped, and the lacerated fins appear to 
have been attached at about the middle portion. The funnel is 
long and its organ consists of two e10ngate sOlnewhat pyriform 
pads, the narrowest part in each being placed anteriorly. Each 
pad is 10 mm. by 4 mm. in breadth. Eyes very large. First 
pair of arms the shortest, the others semi-equal. 'fhe suckers are 
missing hut their bases show that they were placed in two rows. 
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The club suckers are very Ininute and possess a smooth ring; 
they are placed in ,about eight rows at the centre of the club. 
1'he epidennis is ,vanting ill many parts but the colour seems to 
have been buff covered very densely with purple or black 
chromatophores, which are present on both sides of the fins also. 
Such of the surface as is entire seems to be smooth. 

The principal measurements are given below:-

End of body to ventral mantle-margin 
Breadth of body , , . . .. 
Length of fin -
Breadth " 
Diameter of eye 

" eye-opening 
1st right arm 
2nd .. 
3rd " 
-t.th )' " 
1 st left 
2nd " ,. 
3rd .. ., 
4th " 
Tentacle 
Club 

Family LOLIGINIDAE. 

Loligo indica, Pfeffer. 

111m. 

35 
ca. 22 

21 

16 
H 
S 

.. ~() 
3-t. 
37 
33 
29 
3 1 

33 
32 

59 
15 

(PI. XXIII, fig. 9; pI. XXIV, fig. II.) 

Loligo indica, Pfeffer} A bit. N aturw. Vel'. Hamburg, Y I II, p. -t.. figs. 3, 
3u (1884) j Hoyle, I Challenge'/'" . Rep .. XVI (~ephalopoda), pp. 156-7, 
pl. 26, figs. 1-10 (1886) j Goodrich, Trans. LUlIl. Soc .. YII, p. 7, pI. 2, 
figs. 20-28 (1896). 

~/I Ji¥l Cochin (,F. Day): 26-vi-I877-0ne Q 

~1 (l_~'1 Penang, l\1rtlay Peninsula (Dr. StoUczka) 
-One is 

:\'1 f!-i-l! Akyab, Burma (IF. Dodgson )-One 0 
:\'1 ':;1fU) Puri, Orissa Coast (S. lV. I(emp)

One 2 
~'I fd:_¥;,:'!i Off Puri Coast, 1908, trawler Goldell 

Crow1l " Bengal Fish. Dept. -Three is 
1\1 !iQRf.:!!9 Cochin (F. Day): 26-vi-H377-T~vo 0' 

One Q 
:\1 S,9iu, Akyab, Burma (IF. Dodgson)-One 9 
:\'1 SSl.Jl~ __ L l\1adras. p 111-chased -Three is 

Thi-ee 9 
'I S 1 loS - 0 I" . 
;\ '- -:-T~L- nvestlgator statIOn 481 : 2S-26-xii 

-1912 , L\llergui Harbour) 7 fathoms-Two 0' 
One ~ 

:\ 1 S 1 5 Ii I v t" t t t" " .. . --y--. n eS.lga or s a Ion 522 : 2-111- 19 13. 
i\1ergUl Archipelago. 12° 35' IS fiN., 98° 16' E., 
5 fathoms -One Q 

A S_1.fT5~!i AnclamansC1. H~ood.lVlasol1)-Two is 
Two Q 

l.<:ss tip. 

mm. 
1\'lantle-length 95 

2L 

~3-J8; 

65-77 
69 
74 

68-94 
45-83 

,t 4 .. ~ 
72 -77 
-7 2 -80 
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mm. 
'i.!.Lf:!!.l Puri Beach (? )-Eighteen young l\1antle-length 1?-26 
1\1 6.ll.i.:f~Q!l- Pud, Orissa Coast (N. A. and 

R. E. L.) -Five if 32-49 
Four Q -1-7-98 

NI ft~.Q~·J._v Puri Beach (F. H. Gravely)
Three d 

Two ~ 
'1 "'2181-1 P . B h (C P .) ... 8 .\ ----1:-- un eac . alva, 23- 111 - 190 

-One 0 
One Q 

~1 "'Altn. Puri Beach, Orissa Coast (J. Caunter) 
31-i- 1909 -One if 

:\1 ft.l.lf.!.~ Varkulay, Travancore (lV. A }luan-
dale): 10-xi-1900 -One 6' 

Two Q 

:\'1 .tL2
l
10 Karachi (IV. D. Cumm£ug)-One if 

:\II Ji212!l Gangaram, Vizagapatam District. 
Madras Coast (Moti Ram) -One Q 

? Small specimen in bad condition. 
:\1 R 2

1
5 2 Akyab, Burma (I. H. Burkill)-One Q 

M ~714.::!!. Off Gopalpore, trawler Goldell 
Cro'Zvl1 " Bengal Fish. Dept., 23-27-ix- 1909-

Three Q 

~1 828
1
°-1 Off Eastern Channel, 111. of R. Hughli. 

trawler Golden Crown', xi-1909, Be,ngal 
Fish. Dept. - Two d 

M 1!lU!3290Qli I Investigator' station 565 and 567 : 
13-21 -xi- 1913, 11° 54' 00" N., gSO 19' 00" E .. 
6-7 fathoms -Five d 

Two « 
~ 1) Three young 

:\1 ~_Q.Q~_:l.~ Investigator station 575: 20-xii-
1912, Off entrance to Mergui Harbour, S. 
Burma, 7-fathoms (?) Six young 

~1 9.lt.l~:.!J!. Investigator station 590: S-9-i-
1913, Mergui Archipelago, 13° 5' IS" N., 97° 
53' E., about 30 fathoms -One d 

Two 9 

~Vl .!lQJlJl~~Ut~L I nvestigator I station 569: 29-30-
Xi-I91~J 11° 52' IOU N .. 9S0 IS' 40" E., 5 fathoms 

. -Thirty-six if 
Thirty-two 9 

;VI JJ.¥:k. Off Gopalpore, 30-38 fathoms; Bay of 
Bengal, trawler • Golden C,'own' Bengal Fish. 
Dept., Dec., 1909 -One Q 

<)2 

ltO 

-1-3 

220 
93- 114 

75 

9 1 

72 

78 
120 
3 -I-

25-85 
33-42 

10-12 

R-o 

17 
72 - Ho 

16-~J 
10-102 

110 

'fhese twenty-five records of seventy males and sixty-two 
felnates show that the present species occurs all round the coast 
of India from Karachi to the mouth of the River Hughli, and also 
off the Burmese coast and Andanlan" Islands. The length and 
breadth of the fins with regard to the length of the mantle exhibits 
a certain amount of individual variation, but, except in the ca$e 
of several small females in the haul M jHl~.n1tQ.!lL J which showed much 
wider fins than lnales of the' same size J there seems to be l~O 
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marked difference as regards this between the sexes. The small 
specimens M JU 7 t"1t1. possess a fin measuring one-third of the length 
of the mantle and resemble the useful illustration of Hoyle (I. c., 
p. 156, text-fig.). Sixteen males from various hauls, with mantle
length of 21-97 mm., possess a fin measuring about half the length 
of the mantle, and the same proportion is shown by eleven females 
with mantle of 16-120 mm. In three females with mantle of 63-
75 mm. the fin does not attain quite half the length of the mantle. 
and in two others with mantle of 30-42 mm. the fin measures two
thirds of the mantle. The largest sized specimens of both sexes 
possess a fin measuring more than half and less than one-third of 
the mantle. 

The rings of the arnl suckers in the young specimens M ll7 i-·\U 

show five to eight teeth, and some large tentacle rings possess 
sixteen to nineteen teeth round the ring; suckers occur on the 
buccal melnbrane but there is no trace of a hectocotylus. 

Large males, frequently, but not always, have the largest 
rings of the lateral arms larger than the largest rings of the club. 
In fenlales these rings are almost always either slightly or much 
slualler than the largest rings of the club, and as a consequence 
of this they have fewer teeth on the lateral arm rings than the 
male owing to the smaller size of the ring. Thus a male with 
mantle of 75 mIn. possesses ten or eleven teeth on the lateral 
rings, and not more than six on the dorsal and ventral arms, and 
a female with mantle of 72 mm. does not posse~s more than six 
teeth on the largest arm suckers. The number of teeth on the 
largest tentacle rings does not appear to increase after a certain 
mantle-length has been attained. Thus a male and female with 
mantle-length of 77 mm. possess seventeen to twenty teeth on the 
largest rings, and the same number is shown by two females with 
mantle of 120-134 mm. . 

The number of suckers on the different angles of the buccal 
membrane varies from one or two to three, four or six. Five 
to nine blunt teeth are present on the ring, part of which is 
always smooth. In large females a tubercle is placed at the base 
between the ventral angles. In the small specimens M .!Ht~Q:JLO_!!.i 

the nidamental glands are barely perceptible in females with a 
mantle-length of 10-15 mm. The smallest sexually distinct 
males have a mantle of "16 mm. Young specimens of both sexes 
have much fewer chromatophores, but examples with a mantle
length up to about 37 mm. seem always to show two very 
conspicuous clusters of dark chromatophores on the dorsal surface 
of the head, giving each little creature a superficial appearance of 
having two eyes 011 the back of its head as well as the real 
laterally-placed eyes. 

As regards anatomy the specimens M .§.~l~:..t± were examined 
and nothing was discovered that is not usual in the genus. 'fhe 
female specimen had the ovary tightly packed with eggs-the 
bilobed nidamental gland measured 24 X I I mm. The radula 
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(pI. xxiv, fig. II) closely resembles that of L. pealii, Verrill (1882, 
pI. xxviii, figs. 6-8). The frontal lamina of the upper mandible (pI. 
xxiii, fig. 9) curves more upwards than in that species and the 
posterior end of the palatine lamina has a median indentation. 
The lower mandible (pI. xxiii, fig. 9) has the notch near the ros
trum le~s marked than in L. pealii and the lo\ver edge of the 
gular lamina is indented. 

Distrtbution.-Indo-l\Ialayan Region. 
Type.-In Hamburg Museum. 

Loligo spectrumt Pfeffer. 

Lotigo spectrum, Pfeffer, Ablz. Natul"w. Vel'. Hamburg, V I II, pp. 5-(), 
figs. 5, Sa (1884)· 

M ft-'Al"1. Arakan coast, tr-awler Golden Crown Bengal Fish. Dept., 
-One O. 

'fhe long, slender body readily distinguishes this species from 
L. indica. Order of arms 3, 4, 2, r. Rings of arm suckers usually 
with eight teeth (sometimes seven or nine) on the distal margin, 
and the rest of ring smooth. At the base and distal portion of 
each arm the te-eth are short, broad and blunt, elsewhere they are 
rather narrow, pointed and slightly curved. Distal rings often 
have only four to six teeth, and a sucker at the base of the fourth 
right arm has eleven teeth. Sixteen rows of suckers occur on the 
proximal part of the hectocotylized arm, the two pairs immediate
ly preceding the pa pillae being placed on long stalks. Pfeffer 
describes the tentacular rings as possessing forty teeth. Thirty
one is the lar~est number I could find on any tentacular ring, but 
this specimen is considerably smaller than the type which has a 
nlantle-length of 284 mm. A marginal sucker, intermediate in 
size between tlle large and the distal club suckers, possesses 
eight pointed teeth separated by the width of the base of a tooth, 
-and covering the distal half of the ring. Suckers are present on 
the buccal membrane which is seven-angled. 

The principal measurements are appended :--

End of body to dorsal mantle· margin 
Length of fin 
Breadth of fins 
15t right arm 
2nd" " 
3rd " I' 

4th " " 
1st left " 
2nd " 
3rd " /I 

4th II II 

Lehgth of tentacle 
" "club 

Diameter of largest tentacular ring 

" " " 
arm If 

Distrib~ttian.-]\iarquesas. 
Type.-In Hamburg lVIuseum, three males. 

mm. 

155 
100 

62 
28 
30 

mutilated. 
45 
33 
38 
45 
42 

103 
~3 

2'SO 
2 
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Loligo sp. mm. 
~I 1l}1l and 1\1 ~-2i~!i l\'ladras, purchased, 

3o-iv-1877 -Two 0' Mantle-length 120- 135 
1\1 ~"-X.iL6.-:1- Pamban, Ramnad District, Gulf of 

l\Ilan~ar, from weeds, 0-2 fathoms. 24-iii-19 I 3 
(S. W. I{emp) -Two 

1\1 8 23~ Kilakarai Ramnad District, South 
India, from weeds, 0-2 fathoms, 16-ii- 1913 
(S. ~V.Kemp) -One 

:\1 j!~ 2 3 Investigator station s65: 13-xi-
1913, 11° 57' 30" N., 98° 19' 00" E., 7 fathoms 

-One 

7 

Specimens 1\1 /}-f-!'- and 1\1 ~¥-!l resemble L. -indica in their shape 
and colour, and in the size and arrangement of the suckers on 
club, arms and buccal membrane; as, however, the horny rings 
of all the suckers are missing it is not possible to determine the 
speci es with certainty. 

Loliolus investigatorist Goodrich. 
Loliolus illvestigatoris, Goodrich, Trans. Linn. Soc., VI I, pp. ~-9, pI. 2, 

figs. 29-37 (1896). 
mm. 

M ~~s Penang (Dr. SJolicska) -One Q NIantIe-Iength 43 
~I 7~9 Sandheads, River Hughli (G. Lord)

One Q 
:\1 i144-/-~ Pllri, Orissa Coast L (S. W Kemp)

Two 0-
;\1 fi01

98 Investigator Mouth of Tavoy River, 
28-viii- 191 I -One d 

1\1 !L\l!~ E. S. E. of S. Moscos I., Marine Sur-
vey of I ndia -One d' 

1\1 ~J.l"U- Investigator station 481: 2S-26-xiI-
191 2, Mergui Harbour, 7 fathoms- One Q 

~"l !i
15 r-U l\'louth of River Hughli (Capt .. R. 

il/ultro) -Four a 
One a 

:\1 !i_\73 Puri Beach, I -2-ii- 1900 (N. Annandale) 
-One c! 

1\1 S 21°_1. Puri, Orissa Coast, 18- 19-i- 1908 (N. A. 
and R. E. L.) -One Q 

1\'1 821
li 10 miles N. E. of Devi river, Orissa 

Coast -One Q 
1\1 !i'T~ Shrimp-trawler off Frazergunge, 

Sunderbunds -One cf 
1\ J 9 3 2 ... I v t' t" 6 . -~-- n es 19a or statlOn 402: 15- 1 -XI-

~9: I, Mergui Archipelago, 13° 2' N., 98° 
-S E., 5 fathoms -One mutiJated 

1\'1 100729-83 I<arnaphuli River, Chittagong CA. C. 
Chowdhury) December, 1914 -Two c! 

Three 2 
~1 ~tl± Near Mud Point, River Hughli, D. 

net.,!sed as townet, S. L. Kitty (T. Southwell) 
r~-11-1915 "-One cr 

One Q 

S3 

35-39 

., 

26 

30 

34 

3 1 

3S 

27 

" 32 -37 

" 

A marked sexual difference is apparent in the specimens 
M tli-f!-l:_/; 1 • The male with a mantle-length of 31 mm. has much 

" 37 

I J--'ound in a ho1e near a rock at low tide. 
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longer lateral arms with much larger suckers than the felnale with 
a mantle-length of 34 nlm. 

Distribution. - Indo-Malayan Region. 
Type.-In Indian Museum, Calcutta. 

Family SEPIIDAE. 
Sepia aculeata t Van Hasselt MS., in d'Orbigny. 

StJpia aculeafa, Van Hasselt MS., in d'Orbigny and Ferussac, Hisl. 
Nat. Cepit. acet., p. 287, pIs. 5, 25 (1834) j Steenstrup, V£densk. 
Selsk, Skr. 5th R., Bd. 10. VII (1875); Tryon, Man. Conch., (x) I, 

p. x69, pl. 90, fig. 415 ; pI. 91, figs. 41"6,'417 (after d'Orbigny) (1879) , 
Goodrich, Trans. Linn. Soc., VII, p. 3 (1896); Joubin, Notes Leyden 
Mus., XX, p. 2S (x898) j Wiilker, Abh. d. II. Kl. K. Ak. d. Wiss., 
III Suppl.-Bd., I Abh., p. II (I9IO) i Berry, Proc. A cad. Nat. Sci. 
Pha., p. 418 (1912a) ; Acanthosepion Basselti, de Rochebrune, Bull. 
Soc. Phil. Paris, (7), VIII, p. 101 (1884). 

M Hl.P- Akyab, Burma (W. Dodgson)-One ~ 
M Lf-!i Sandheads, River Hllghli (F. jl,lilner)-One C. 
~I ~6..!l Investigator' station 519: I -iii- 1913, l\1ergui Archipelagu. 

Elphinstone I., Port iVlaria, shore collecting-One ~. 
M Ji:l/!i Palk Straits, South of India-One ~ 
M ~fU Akyab, Burma (I. H. Bzt1'kill)-One C. 
M 82162 Bay of Bengal, trawler Golden Cro'lvJl Bengal Fish. Dept., 

-One ~ 
1\1 'i2~1..:ft. Bay of Bengal, trawlet" Golden Cro'lOll Bengal Fic:;h. Dept.. 

-One d', one ~. 
M 821flJ! Balasore Bay, Orissa Coast, viii- 1908, trawler Golden CYO'lVII 

Bengal Fish. Dept.,-One ~ 
NI J!~IU. Investigator' station 557: off Burma Coast, l\1al'ine Survey 

of India-One c. 
These all agree in the presence of suckers on the buccal 

membrane and in having the tentacle suckers all of small size and 
semi-equal, and armed with acute. teeth all round the ring, the 
largest being on the distal half of the circumference. Very promi
nent papillae are also apparent in the best-preserved specimens. 
Specimen M :i\6 __ 0_ possesses what appear to be clubs in process of 
repair at the end of each tentacle stem. 1'hey are much narrower 
than the stems and end acutely, and possess a very rudimentary 
fin only visible with a lens; lninute pointed papillae J which would 
seem to be the base of suckers (as occasionally fibres of muscle 
project from them), are present 011 either side of a tnedian line. 

The arm suckers are arranged in four rows and their rings arE. 
usually armed with many teeth on the distal half of the ring. They 
vary greatly in number and appearance; often two are welded 
together or they may be somewhat widely espaced; eighteen to 
thirty are present on many rings but those placed on the proximal 
or distal portions are usually (but by no Ineans invariably) smooth. 
An idea of the variation in dentition is afforded by specimen M 'l~·t2 . 
Fifty-six teeth surround a sucker ring on the tniddle of the fir~t 
right arm, the distal teeth being the longest; a sucker on the distal 
half of the third left arm shows a ring with about forty teeth; 
twenty-one teeth are present on a sucker ring on the distal half of 
the fourth right arm, and are placed on the distal margin J the rest 
of the ring being smooth. All the proximal rings examined in this 
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~pecimen are smooth. Some suckers from the buccal membrane 
show smooth rings others have notches or short blunt teeth. 

The hectocoty'lus is placed on the proximal half of the left 
ventral arm. 'fhe first three or four rows of suckers are normal, 
and are followed by about six pairs of very minute suckers on the 
ventral margin, ab~ut .four pairs being pla~ed on an excavation 
on the corresponding part of the dorsal margln of the arm. In the 
smallest male, M 1!~lv-, this excavation is slight, but a deep round 
cavity is formed on the older specimens. The spermatic pad is 
broad and very papillate. Colour) slate above and buff-pink 
below; the chromatophores are all small and usually dark; a few 
look like white spots but are pale blue when examined with a lens; 
although very dense on the dorsal mantle they form no bands or 
other definite markings. The fins, which have fewer chromato
phores on their ventral surface, are usually broad and thick but are 
sometimes closely adherent to the mantle. The surface is generally 
smooth but often about six crescent-shaped wrinkles occur at the base 
of the fins along either side of the dorsal mantle. The cuttle bones 
of seven specimens examined all show a callosity on the inner cone, 
and their form agrees closely with the illustration of d'Orbigny (pI. 
25, fig. 4), and also cl~sely resembles that of the shell of S. indt'ca, 
d'Orb., which Joubin (l.c., pp. 21"28) thinks is very likely iden
tical with the present species. Hoyle has pointed out that 
S. indica is called S. blainviUei in d 'Orbigny's illustration (pI. 21, 
figs. I, 3, 4). The specimens· M !>..\f'l5.. and M ft

2
12..!!., with mantle

lengths of 44-59 mm., have both much smaller spermatic pads, and 
in the shell the callosi ty of the inner cone is only partly developed. 
The smallest has thinner fins than the others; probably this may be 
attributed to its youth. lVleasurements of some of the soecimens 
are appended:- -

Specimen number M till 
1 

M 82
1
&.1- M1L~ 

1 
M 826~ 

1 
mm. mm. mm. mm. 

Dorsal mantle-length 105 109 12S 170 
Ventral mantle-breadth S4 60 70 ca. 62 
Fin maximum I I II 7 18 
Breadth of head 37 ,~ I 44 60 
1st right arm 43 mutilated. 50 61 
2nd " " 43 50 45 SS 
3rd 

" " 49 60 49 S9 
4th " " 48 05 57 60 
Tentacle 110 191 J28 
Club 2S 33 
Sepiostaire :-

Specimen number M .~U~")_§.. M 1i~_2_.!i M 1L'A~~!. M .!i~ft~ 1\1 K~lR7 
1 1 1 1 1\1 ~21t!...!l M 90:p .. i. 

Total length 
Breadth 
Length of spine 
Index 1 

mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. 
42 S8 80 110 110 

17 23 25 35 3S 
ca. 3 4 

40 .~o 2S ca. 27 22 

Distribut£on.--Japan, Java, Indian Ocean. 
-------------------

mm. mm. 
173 112 
60 36 

23 18 

I T?e. inde~ is the relation of the last loculus plus the total length of the sh~ll 
wlv~n dIVlded mto one hundred parts. See Hoyle, 'Challen er' Rep. X VI 
(Cephalopoda) p. 123. :g , 
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Sepia singaporensis, Pfeffer. 

Sepia singaporensis. Pfeffer, Abh. Naturw. Ver. Hamburg, VIII, pp .. 
10· 1 I, figs. 13, 13a (1884) ; Hoyle, Proc. Roy. Phys. Soc. Edin
burgh, p. 27 (1886) j Goodrich, Trans. Linn. Soc., VII, p. 3 (1896). 

M 8 \:t~ Investigator' station 387 : [.6.xi- 190 9, off C. Negrais, Burma, 
15° 25' N., 93° 45' E., 40 -49 fathoms-One O. 

This has lost the tentacles but jn all other respects seems to 
agree closely with Pfeffer's description. Fourteen to thirty-three 
teeth were counted on different arm sucker rings. 

On the fourth left arm about six rows of suckers on the 
proximal" half are appreciably smaller than those immediately 
preceding and following them, the two dorsal suckers in each row 
being the smallest; the surface of this tnodified portion appears 
to be slightly excavated. 

Hoyle (I886, p. 128) thinks that it is quite possible that 
this species may be identical with S. plangon, Gray. The shell of 
specimen M !i\S!l measures 63 mm. by 18 mm., and has an index 
of 3r. The end of the spine is broken but the portion remaining 
does not show the keel on the ventral edge present in the shell of 
S. ptangon. 

The principal measurements are appended:-

Dorsal mantle-length 
Breadth of body 

" " head 
Fin maximum 
1st right arm 
2nd " 
3rd " 
4th " 
I st left " 
2nd ,. 
3rd " 
4th " 

Distribution.-Singapore (Pfeffer and Goodrich). 
Type.-In Hamburg Museum. 

Sepia esculenta, Hoyle. 

mm. 
62 
29 
22 

... ca. 4 
2S 

... mutilated. 
28 
3 1 

26 
mutilated. 

24 
25 

Sepia esculenfa, Hoyle, Diagnoses, II, p. 188; Prelim" Rep., II, p. 29 1 

(1885) ; 'Challenger' Rep., XVI (Cephalopoda), pp. 129-31, pI. 17, figs. 
1-5; pI. 18, figs. 1-6 (1886) ; Appellof, K. Svellsk. Vetensk. Akad. 
Ilandl., XXI, p. 28, pI. 3, figs. 1·6, 24 (1886) i Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb., 
III, pp. 649-665 (1888) i Pilsbry, Nautilus., VII, p. 144 ( 1894) i 
Joubin, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, XXII, pp. 102-103 (1897); Hedley, 
Proc. Lin1l. Soc. N. S. W., XXXI, p. +63 (1906); Berry, Proc. Acad. 
Nat. Sci. Phil.; pp. 418-19 (19I2a). 

lVI ~"\:\5_ iVloji, Japan, J-vii-1913 (J. D. Cooper)-One ~ 

Owing to its large size this specimen was not taken to be 
compared with the type. A vivid recollection of its appearance, 
and a subsequent glance at the type male in the British Museum 
has, however, quite satisfied me that it is rightly referred here. 
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It agrees with Appellof's description as regards the presence of 
notches, in some cases amounting to teeth, on the rings of the arm 
suckers. 

The median tentacular suckers are a little larger than those 
at the margin (as observed by J oubin), and there are two larger 
than the rest at the tip of the club. Thirty to forty teeth are 
present on some of the tentacular rings. 

The crescent-shaped folds, or wrinkles on the dorsal skin, 
which frequently occur along the origin of the fin in this genus, 
are well-marked. The shell agrees closely with Hoyle's descrip
tion except tha t the last loculus is shorter. The horn y brown 
mass noticed by J oubin between the spine and inner cone is dis
tinct. Berry has remarked that this species is very nearly allied 
to S. aculeata, van Hasselt, in spite of the absence of suckers on 
the buccal membrane and that the shell is without the callosity 
of the inner cone. Besides these two important differences, it may 
be noted that the parallel lines of the striated area of the shell are 
always more or less evenly rounded in S. aculeata and never form 
the acute angle present in S. esculenta, and the fins, buccal mem
brane and sperm pad are all much thicker and narrower in 
S. aculeata. A number of sperms are adhering to the sperm pad 
in the present specimen. 

The principal measurements are appended :-

Dorsal mantle-length .. . 
Breadth of body .. . 

" "head 
Fin maximum 
1st right arm 
2nd" " 
3rd " " 
4th " " 

Sepiostaire :
Length 
Breadth 
Spine (end broken) 
Index 

D1~stribution.-J apan; Queensland. 
Type.-In British Museum, a male and femal~. 

Sepia elliptica, Hoyle. 

mm. 
108 

73 
58 
20 
72 

77 
90 

100 

... 156 

... 57'50 

5 
13 

Sepia elliptica, Hoyle, Diagnoses, II, p. 189; P1'elim. Rep., II, p. 293 
(1885); 'Challenger' Rep., XVI (Cephalopoda), pp. 131-3, pI. 19, 
figs. 14- 2 4 (1886); Wiilker, Abh. d. II. Kl. d. k. Ak. d. Wiss' J II I 
Supl.-Bd., I Abh., pp. 11-12 (1910). 

1\1 fi\Q~ Investigator station go: 17-21-ii-I890,8 miles E. S. E. of 
Kalingapatam Lt., Ganjam Coast, 28-30 fathoms-One 9 

l\'1 Ii¥li ' Investigator' station 366 : IO-iV.1906 Arabian Sea 240 45' N. 
6 0 I "E I" .1 So IS ., 54+ fathoms-One 0'. 

. These. two specimens differ a good deal outwardly, the small 
ienlale beIng of a greenish tint and the mal~ of a beautiful purple-
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brown mottled with buff. The shells of both are, however, alike, 
and that of the male was compared with the shell of a type male 
in the British Museum and found to be exactly similar. This shell 
measures about 58 mm. in length by 25 mm. in breadth, and has 
an index of about 30 ; the spine is broken. Both specimens ex
hibit irregular teeth or notches on the distal surface of some of 
the arm rings, while other rings are quite smooth. M §L\O~ pos
sesses from 8-IO teeth, and M 1i¥~ II-I8. The hectocotylized arm 
of the latter specimen has five normal rows of suckers proximally, 
followed by seven rows of modified suckers. 

The principal measurements are appended ;-
Specimen number ... M B..LQB. 

1 
M_8~~ 

1 

mm. mm. 
End of body to dorsal mantle-margin 27 63 
Breadth of body 18'50 33 

" " head 13 25 
Fin maximum 3 II 

1 st right arm 10 mutilated. 
2nd 

" " 9 " 
3rd 

" " 
8 22 

4th 
" " 

10 mutilated. 
Tentacle 35 missing. 
Club 4 

Distribution.-Misaki, Sagami (Witlker); Arafura Sea; south 
of Papua, 28-49 fathoms (type lo~ality). 

Type.-In British Museum, two males, six females. 

Sepia singalensis, Goodrich. 
Sepia singalensis, Goodrich, Trans. L£Jln. Soc., VII, pp. 3-5, pI. I, figs. 

4--8 (1896); Hoyle. Rep. Pearl Oyster Fish. Gulf of Manaal', p. 198 
( 190 4). 

1\1 4,\U Investigator' Indian Seas, Marine Survey of India-One 0'. 
M .tL2_11'f'i.:!i Arakan Coast, 3-i-1909, trawler Golden Cro7.vn " Bengal Fish. 

Dept.-Two 0'. 
1\1 f.i~f'L Off Gopalpore, Ganjam Coast, 25-28 fathoms, 23- ix - I 909, trawler 

Golden Crown , Bengal Fish. Dept.-One ~. 
M ~¥-~ Investigator' station 366 : Io-iv-I906, 24° 45' N., 63° 50' 15" E. 

544 fathoms-One ((. 
M 1!¥_li Port Blair, Andamans (G. H. Rooley)-One 0' (dorsal-mantle 

155 mm.). 

These are (C conspicuously striped with broad dark bands on 
the upper surface of the mantle, head and arms" as described by 
Goodrich. The form of the hectocotylus and the arrangement of 
the teeth on the arm and tentacular sucker rings agrees with the 
type except for an interesting deviation as regards the large tenta
cular rings of specimen M ~-\(L~. Goodrich has pointed out that 
the largest tentacular rings in this species are smooth and the 
others are denticulate, and that this is one of the characters 
separating it from the nearly allied species S. rou,xii, d'Orb., which 
has all the tentacular rings denticulate. Specimen M !t~{'-_\ which 
is the smallest of the above, has the largest tentacular suckers of 
2 mm. in diameter with denticulate rings like the small suckers. 
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The specimen next in size (M !i:J.l~!l) has the two largest tenta
cular suckers of 3 mm. in diameter, with smooth rings and the 
remaining su~kers of the club denticulate. All the other specimens 
show a number of large smooth rings on each club; specimen 
M R'}}1.. for instance possesses ten smooth rings (some much larger 
than the others) on one club. As far as can be judged from the 
present material of a few male specimens, it would appear that the 
number of smooth rings on the club depends on the age of the 
specimen, and that in youth all the tentacular suckers are denti
culate. The shell of specimen M !i

2
1
65 was examined. and measures 

about 107 mm. by 37 mm., and has an index of 28. The wide 
flattened inner cone with an oval prominence in the c'entre is very 
like Goodrich's figure. The chitinous margins measure in some 
parts as much as 8 mm. 

The spine (broken in the type) measures 4 mm. and curves 
slightly backwards. Hoyle (1905, p. g81) has referred a Sepia to 
S. rouxii, d'Orb. with some hesitation, adding that it possessed 
teeth on the rings of the large tentacular suckers, but that in 
certain respects it seemed to be intermediate between S. rouxii 
and S. singalensis. 

Some measurements of the specimens are appended :-
Specimen number ... M,:u.i.!. 

1 
M R 2

1
6Ji M li 2

1
6-11 M R277 

1 
M !LU~ 

1 

mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. 
End of body to dorsal mantle-margin 180 III 125 173 IS I 
Breadth of mantle ... ... 76 53 S5 70 68 

" " fin 25 15 17 ca. 20 19 
1 st right arm mutilated. 44 50 68 52 
2nd " " 69' 46 47 83 55 
3rd 

" 
,. 59 48 45 90 65 

4th ." " 69 58 $1 96 73 
Tentacle 41 113 106 148 51 
Club 33 27 26 36 30 

Distribution.-Ceylon and Gulf of Manaar (Goodrich and 
Hoyle); Suez: Zanzibar (Hoyle). 

·Sepia arabicat sp. n. 

(Plate xxiii, figs. r"5; pI. xxiv, fig. 10.) 

M .!i\t~ Investigator' station 246: 15-x-1898 Laccadive Sea 11° I A' 
'I N0' 'I E 6 ' ,~ 30 ., 74 57 IS 0, 8-148 fathoms-One Q 

]\11i-\~~- I Investigator' station 292 : 2-xi- I 901 Persian Gulf 26° 20' N 
53° 54' E., 53 fathoms-One 2 ' , . 

Body b~oad in proportion to length, fins narrow, dorsal 
mantle-margtn not much produced in centre. Head broad and 
flattened. Eyes large. Buccal membrane without suckers. Sperm 
pad not developed, perhaps owing to youth. Funnel with broad 
apex not reaching to fork between ventral arms. Umbrella well 
developed between the dorsal arms lower laterally and absent 
between the ventral pair. Fourth' arms the longest, the rest 

! Less tip. 
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subequal, and about one-tbird the length of the body. Suckers 
usually arranged in a slanting series of four in a row, except the 
proximal two rows which generally consist of two and three 
suckers each. The rings are usually smooth, but a few irreglliar 
notches are present on the rings of some distal suckers in specimen 
M ~ \l-''i Tentacles not extending below mantle. Club small with 
moderate fin. Tentacular suckers subequal and placed about five 
in a row. The rings possess a few min,ute widely-spaced teeth, 
some blunt, others pointed. Six were observed on one ring. 
Surface smooth except for a few tubercles on the dorsal mantle, 
and oblong folds or wrinkles along the origin of the fin. 

Specimen lV[ ~_\,l_.:i has also two curious ear-shaped folds on 
the head behind each eye, but these appear to be accidental. 
Colour pinkish-buff sprinkled with reddish-brown or grey-blue 
chromatophores which are less numerous ventrally. The shell 
appears to be unusually narrow in proportion to the width of the 
body, but this seems to be due in part to the chitinous margin 
having unfortunately decayed away in both specimens, the inner 
cone being also absent. Enough of the shell remains, however, 
to show the most important character of this species, viz." the form 
followed by the lines composing the striated area. 

The parallel lines are at first almost transverse, gradually a 
median indentation which rapidly deepens makes its appearance, 
so that the posterior margin of the last loculus is bounded by 
two V-shaped lines apparently quite unlike that of any Sepia 
hitherto described. Both shells are alike in this respect. The 
smooth, polished dorsal surface of the shell is only interrupted 
by a moderate median ridge and the divisions between the loculi. 
The ventral surface is slightly elevated and marked by a narrow, 
shallow, median groove. Judging the length of the shell from 
the impression of the mantle cavity the index in specimen M B.¥_~ 
would appear to be about 5S and that of M !L\2'1. about 40. 

Some measurements are appended :-
Specimen number M .!LLli 

1 
M !LL~~ 

1 

mm. mm. 
Dorsal mantle-length 29 28 
Breadth of body 16 16 

" " head II 13 
Fin maximum 2 3 
1st right arm 10 mutilated. 
2nd 

" " 9 8 

3rd 
" 

10 9 
4th 

" 
II 12 I I 

1st left 
" 9 8 

2nd 
" " 7 mutilated. 

3rd 8 9 
4th " " 

12 I I 

Tentacle 38 31 

Club 3 (Ja·5 

Sepia (Doratosepion) andreanoidest Hoyle. 

Sep'ia andreano£des, Hoyle, Diagnoses, II, p. 193 i Prelim. Rep., II, p. 
297 (1885) i • Challenger' Rep., XVI (Cephalopoda), pp. 139. etc., pl. 21, 
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figs. 11-19; pI. 22, fig. I I (1886); Ortmann, Zool. Ja.hrb., III, pp. 
653 665 (1888)· Vvulker, Abh. d. II. KI. d. k. Ak. d. Wtss .. III SuppI.
Bd.', I Abh., pp'. 19, 22, 24 (1910); Berry, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Ph£l., 
P.423 (merely listed) (19I2a). 

M 7 ~1.. Investigator station 246 : IS-X-1898. Laccadive Sea, 11° 14' 30" 
N., 74°;)7' IS" E., 68- 148 fathoms-One 0'. 

M 8 \2± In\'estigator' station 36o: 20-xii- 1905, 13° 36' N., 47° 32' E. 
130 fathoms-One Q 

M ~_V·B Investigator' station 464: 22-iv-19I2, S. of Ceylon, 6° 2' 30" 
N., 81° 29' E., 52-63 fathoms-One Q 

These all have smooth rings to the arm suckers, and teeth 
on the distal border of the tentacular suckers. Specimens M JiJ.!~_ 
and slit-B_ have dorsal mantle-lengths of only 20-21 mm., and 
possess three to five teetll on the tentacular rings. 

Specimen M 7 ~1.. is much larger and has eight to seventeen 
teeth on the tentacular rings, and about twelve of the club 
suckers are as large as those of the arms. The hectocotylus and 
shell agree with the description of the type. 

The principal measurements of this specimen are ap
pended:-

Dorsal mantle-length 
Breadth of body 

" " head 
Fin maximum 
1st right arm 
2nd " " 
3rd " " 
4th " " 
Tentacle 
Club 

Sepiostaire :
Length 
Breadth ... 
Index 

mm. 
48 
19 
IS 

ca.6 
20 
19 
19 
17 
51 
6 

47 
9'5 0 

32 

Distribution.-Bay of Tokio (Ortmann); Yokohama market 
(Hoyle). 

Type.-In Britsih Museum, one male, two females. 

Sepia (Doratosepion) kobiensis, Hoyle. 

Sepia kobiensis, Hoyle, Diagnoses, II, p. 195 i Prelim. Rep., II, p. 300 
(1885) i Challenger' Rep., XVI (Cephalopoda), p. 142, pI. 18, figs. 
7-'4 (1886) ; Appellof, K. Svensk. Vetensk. Akad. Handl., XXI, p. 20, 
pI. 3, fig, 7 (1886) j Ortmann, Zool, Jahrb., III, pp. 654, 665 (1888); 
\Viilker, Abh. d. II. Kl. d. k. Ak. d. Wiss. III SuppI.-Bd., I Abh., 
pp. 16, 20, 24 (1910); Berry, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., P.423 
(19I2a). 

M 811 i:li Investigator station 246 : I5-x- I898, Laccadive Sea, 110 

14' 30' N., 74° 57' IS" E., 68-I..J.8fathoms-Four Q , two young. 
M 1!12 ~:~1 !nvestigator station 292 : 2-xi- 190 1, Persian Gulf, 26° 20' 

N., 53 54 E., 53 fathoms-One Q one ~ 
M S~o,5,' Inve~tig~tor' station 383: 22-ii-I90 9, off C. Negrais, Burma, 

16 0 N" 93 37 E., 40 fathoms-One ~. 
M 8\1,5 Investigator' station 464 : 22-iv- 1912, S. of Ceylon, 6° 2"30 " 

N., 81° 29' E., 52-68 fathoms-One 2 
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The outline of the striated area of the shell seems a little 
different in these specimens to the description of the type and to 
the illustration of Appellof (1886, pI. 3, fig. 7a). The present 
examples have no median indentation in the curved line which 
more resembles that of the shell of S. esculenta, Hoyle. The line 
is, however, somewhat irregular, especially in the earlier stages, 
and in all other respects there is no deviation from the description 
of the type. 

The smallest female examined has a mantle-length of 22 mm. 
and nidamental glands measuring 1·25 mm. in length. Measure
ments of three of the largest specimens are appended, also measure
ments of four shells :-

Specimen number 

Dorsal mantle-length 
Breadth of body 

.. ., heao 
1st right arm 
2nd " " 
3rd " " 
4th " " 
Tentacle 
Club 

Sepiostaire :
Specimen number 

mm. 

M .B..-l.{_Q a
mm. 

55 
22 
16 
16 
15 
12 
1.5 

missmg. 

M 11_\2)_ ~ 

mm. 
40 
19 
16 
13 
12 
I 1 

q. 
41 

ca. 6 

M 11¥.2. 0' M .B..\l.§. ~ 

mm. mm. 

M ;5-V-* ~ 
mm. 

37 
17 
I..J. 

14 
II 

10 
12 
3..J. 
5 

M 11-\1~t ~ 
mm. 

Length 39 26 35 27 
Breadth 10 6 8.50 8 
Spine ca. 2 I 1"75 
Index 30 32 30 32 

Distribution.-J apan; Indo-Malayan Region; Pacific Region. 
Tvpe.-In British Museum, one female. 

Sepia sp. 

M ~~_\2~lt Persian Gulf (Townsend)-Two young. 

'rhese have a broad body, and dorsal mantle-length of about 
10 mm. The arm suckers are placed four in a row and have 
eight or nine teeth. The proximal tentacular suckers are placed 
two or three in a row. Suckers in the central part of the club have 
ten teeth and are twice the size of those at the outer edge. The 
ventral mantle-margin shows a marked indentation below the 
siphon. Colour greyish-brown above, lighter beneath. 

Genus Sepiel1a t Gray. 

Sepiella inermis (van Hasselt, MS.), Steenstrup. 

(Plate xxiii, fig. 6; pI. xxiv, figs. I-g.) 

Sepia inerm£s, d'Orbigny, Cephalopodes acetabuliferes, p. 226, pI. 6, 
bis; pI. 20, figs. 1-9 (1839); Steenstrup, K. d. Vid Selsk. Sf",. (5) 
VII, p. 478, pI. 2, fig. 3 (1875) ; Sepia sinensis, d'Orbigny, of>. cit., 
p. 289, pI. 9. figs. I, 2 (fide Gray) (1839); Sepia microcheirus, Gray, 
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British Museum Catalogue, p. 107 (184-9) i Sepiella inermt's, Steen
strup, Vid. Meddel. Nat. For.en. Kjobenhavn, pp. 347-356, figs. 1.-8 
(1880) j Goodrich, Trans. Ltnn. Soc.~ VII, p. 5 (1896); Joubtn, 
Bull. Soc. Zool. F,'ance, XXII, p. 103 (1897); Joubin, Notes Leyden 
Mus., XX, p. 25 (1898) j Hoyle. Fauna and Geogr: Maldive-Laccadt've 
Archip., II, suppl., p. 982, fig. 152 (1905); Sep1,ella curta, Pfeffer, 
Abh. Naturw. Ver. Hamburg, VIII, p. 13, fig. 16 (1884); Sept'ella 
ocellata, Pfeffer, Ope c£t., p. 13, fig. 11 (1 884) . • 

M ~tQ Sandheads, River Hughli (J. Barnett) 
-One 9 

1\1.!1~1- Galle, Ceylon (Dr. Anderson)-One ~ 
1\1 ~'-~ ~ Indian Seas (Dr. Armstrong, 1875) 

-One Q 

M .!I ~.!'!. Loc.? Asiatic Soc. Bengal -One (! 

M litl!. Penang (Dr. Stolt'czka). -One c? 
M 1_t1- Sandheads, River Hughli (Mt'lner) 

-One Q 

M .a~J_~ Investigator' station 332: 12-iv-
190 4, Andaman Sea, 10° 21' N., 92° 46' IS" 
E., 279 fathoms. -One C' 

M J1JL4/-~ Mutlah River, surface -One rJ, 
. Two 9 

M ~1.\2-4 Indian Seas, Marine Survey of 
India -One ~ two Q 

M .2~§.~-6~ Off Puri , Orissa Coast, trawler 
Golden Crown' , Bengal Fish. Dept. 

-One (!. two 2 
M ~:L Sandheads, River Hughli, 20-iv-1870 

(G. Lord) -One (J 
M JD.,p.Q Hainze Basin, Burma, Marine Survey 

of I ndia ~One Q 

M 8 \06 'Inve·stigator' station 70: 9-i-1890, 
Off Chilka L., Orissa Coast, I I fathoms 

. -One Q 

M fiJ.10:L Investigator station 83: 28-:i-1890, 
9 miles S. W. of Bawanapadu Beacon, 
Ganjam Coast, 13 fathoms -One i! 

M ~.!41t-3 'Investigator station 463a : 21-iv-
1912, Bay of Bengal, 7° 37' N., 84° 19' E., 
400 fathoms -Two '-~ 

M .§ 151.~.li I Investigator' station 481 : 25-26-xii 
-1912, Mergui Harbour, 7 fathoms-One (j, 

One Q 
1\1 ~\62 Mouth of River Hughli (Capt. T • 
. Munro) -One (( 

M fi_\70 Puri Beach (N. Annandale), 20-22-iii 
-1906 -One c1 

M .§..!7l-2 Puri Beach, Orissa Coast (N. An-
nandale), 1-2-ii-1909 -Two 2 

M .uQ~-o§. Puri Beach, Orissa Coast, 18- 19-
1-1908 (Capt. R. E. Lloyd) -One i!, 

Three 2 
M 82ll. (a, b, c, d) Puri Beach, Orissa Coast 

(F. H. Gravely ) -Three if, One '} 
M .§.-2l~ Puri Beach, Orissa Coast (C. Paiva) 

-One Q 
M 821j! P . 

-1 erSlan Gulf (R. Hugh Butler) 
-One (j 

1\1 J}ll{!:S 1 Palk Straits, S. of I ndia-Two, (!, 

One 2 

dorsal mantle-length 

" " 

" II 

1 • 
" 

" " 

" " 

" " 

" " 

., 
" 

" " 

" " 

" " 

" " 

" , , 

" 

" " 

" " 

" 

" ,. 

,. 
" 

" " 

" " 

" " 

" " 

mm. 

61 
68 

58 
55 
45 

68 

59 

26-60 

323 

50 

4S 

39-53 

66 

53-7 1 

25-79 

70 
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111m. 
:\1 Iij.,p_(1 Akyab, Burma (1. H. Burkill) 

-One '; dorsal mantle-length -4-0 
1\1 ~ g \,"-:I'l 10 m. N. E. of Devi River, Orissa 

Coast. g fathoms, 2-t-xii- 1888-Three if 
One Q 2 I -,) I 

:\1 ~~ ~!!-¥:J'-l Puri Beach, Bengal Fish. Dept. 
-One C, Two ~) 57-73 

:\1 ~jJ ~:}_l Balasore Bay, Orissa Coast, trawler 
Goldell Cro'lvJl', Bengal Fish. Dept. 

-Two Q 62-03 
:\1 ~~_\_2-.:!i Balasore Bay. Orissa Coast, trawler 

Goldell Crown'. Bengal Fish. Dept. 
-Two Q 62-65 

~ I l' D l~~\Ul Investigator' station 565 and 567 : 
I3-20-xi"1913, 11° 57' 30" N., 98° 19' 00" E., 
6-7 fathoms -Fourteen c, 26-37 

Three 9 40--4-7 
:\1 J) !)JH'_=f_).i!!. Investigator station 569: 29-

30-xi-I9J3, 11° .')2' 10'/ N .. 98° 18' 4" E., 5 
fathoms -Forty-three cJ', 20--+0 

Nineteen y 15--+0 

These eighty-one males and fifty-one females taken either by 
shore collecting, or at a fe\tv fathoms to four hundred fathoms' 
depth, chiefly come from the Bay of Bengal region, and south
wards to the Andamans and Ceylon. The Persian Gulf and Malay 
Peninsula are also represented. 

A.l1 agree in having an oblong body, the breadth of which is 
two-thirds of the mantle-length, except in the case of large females 
(mantle 63-79 mm.), when the breadth is a little more than half the 
length. 

The fins usually begin at a short distance from the mantle
margin and are generally formed anteriorly like a roll, and become 
wider posteriorly. The deep water specimens, and many collected 
on shore or at a few fathoms, have very wide fins throughout 
their entire length. 

Head very broad. Umbrella highest laterally, and absent 
between the ventral arms. Artus short and keeled, the fourth 
pair strongly, the first and second very- slightly. ...~ll with strong 
protective membranes and suckers in four rows. The suckers 
have meridional grooves and distal notches. In male specimens 
the rings of the arm suckers possess eight to fourteen long, 
pointed, closely-placed teeth on the distal margin, the rest of the 
ring being smooth The number of teeth is largest in suckers 
frop! the centre of an arm, although the proximal suckers may 
equal them in size. A specimen with mantle-length of 36 mm. 
possesses eight teeth on the proximal and distal suckers and ten 
on those from the centre of an arm. 

The female specimens have arm suckers with smooth rings; 
occasionally the horny ring shows indications of ten to eleven 
long, pointed teeth on the distal portion but the margin -is 
un-split. In some cases it is notched hut not deeply enough to 
form teeth. Wiilker (op. cit., p. 20) refers two females to Sepiella 
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curta, Pfeffer and describes them as having arm rings quite 
wanting in te~th and yet not completely smooth. He expresses 
doubt as to whether the species should not be united with 
S. inermis, as the only difference rests on whether the arm rings 
are smooth or dentate. The type specimens of S. curta are two 
in number and one is described as having a hectocotylized arm. 
The other is presumably a female, and if the description of the arm 
rings was taken from it, and not from the male, it would naturally 
seem to be a different species to S. inermis, which i~ figured by 
d'Orbigny as possessing sharp teeth on the upper edge of the ring. 
The exceptional advantage I have enjoyed in having such a large 
collection of both sexes of various sizes to examine has convinced 
me that both S. curta and S. ocellata, Pfeffer are the same species 
as S. inermis, and although S. ornata (Rang) has only been 
recorded from the west African region, I think it may eventually 
prove to be also this species, in which case Rang's name would 
have the priority. The hectocotylus has been figured by Hoyle 
(1905, fig. 152). It affects the proximal part of the fourth left 
arm, extending over more than half its length in snlall specimens, 
and -less than half the length in larger examples. The modified 
suckers are very minute and in four rows, each row having a pair 
of suckers placed close together at either side of the arm, those 
on the ventral border being larger and placed closer together. 
Transverse folds on the modified portion of the arm are very distinct 
in well preserved specimens. The tentacle stems are flattened on 
the inner surface. The club is very long and possesses a moderate 
fin and slight protective membrane, and a width at the centre of 
about twice that of the stem. 

The very numerous and minute club suckers are distributed 
in no particular order. Two much larger than· the rest are placed 
at the tip of the club. The rings of the tentacular suckers possess 
blunt teeth on the distal margin, the remainder of the ring being 
smooth. The teeth are very little wider at the base than at the 
top and are generally separated by about the width of their base. 
The number varies according to the size of the specimen, and 
individual variation plays a part. Thus a male with mantle-length 
of 33 mm. possesses three to four teeth, and a female specimen 
with mantle-length of 30 mm. possesses three to six teeth. ·A 
male with mantle of 48 mm. possesses nine to eleven teeth, and a 
female of 52 mm. mantle-length has five to seven. Females with 
mantle-length of 61-79 mm. show nine to thirteen teeth. If one 
of the minute club suckers is placed on its side the papillae- cause 
the ring to appear to be dentate all round. 

Two females from Puri Beach (M 817
1
1-2) showed either no 

teeth, or a very feeble development of them on the rings of the 
only tentacle present, but in general appearance, funnel organ 
and shell, they agreed perfectly with other specimen of S. inermis. 
Buccal .membr~ne seven-angled and minus suckers. A large 
spermatic p~d IS developed in the female. Funnel organ: a A
shaped median pad and pear-shaped lateral pads, widest posteri-
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orly. Sculpture: a few papillae are usually present on the dorsal 
surface of the mantle, and sometimes extend to the head, but 
never to the fins or ventral surface. Colour in alcohol, buff with a 
variety of bluish-slate and purple-pink markings. The innumer
able chromatophores are very small and dark on the dorsal 
surface and are usually reddish ventrally. Very few chromato
ph ores occur on the ventral surface of the fins. The row of dark 
ornamental spots or ocelli along the base of the fin shown in the 
illustration of d'Orbigny (pI. 20) is present only in males of a 
certain size. Among the specimens 1\1: 901 :-29 ,eight males with 
mantle-length of 26-35 mm. show no ocelli, which are, however, 
distinctly tnarked on four males with mant1e-Iength of 32-37 
mm. As regards the specimens M 9098-:159, thirty-one males with 
mantles of 33-40 mm. show the ocelli and the remaining twelve 
males, which are without them, have a mantle-length of only 
20-32 mm. The ocelli are always largest at the posterior end of 
the mantle, and in very small males appear first at this end. They 
are usual1y pear-shaped with the pointed end innermost, and may 
be 7 mm. by 2 mm. in large specimens. Anteriorly they become 
rounder. A male with mantle-length of 36 mm, shows five ocelli 
on each side, one with mantle-length of 46 mm. has seven on each 
side, and one with mantle of 53 mm. has nine on each side. The 
Penang specimen (M &-t&) shows a deviation from this rule by 
exhibiting eleven strongly-marked ocelli on either side of. a mantle 
of 43 mm. in length. The ocelli, which show no iridescence, are 
situated in the skin beneath the outside layer, and do not penetrate 
to the muscular layer. If a portion of epidermis is examined with 
a high power, the ocelli appear as opaque) white, oblong masses, 
and are thus in sharp distinction to the round dark chromatophores 
none of which approach them in size. In light coloured speci
mens the ocelli are pinkish I, and small dark chromatophores are 
sprinkled over their surface as elsewhere. In the female the ocelli 
'are always absent, and they are also wanting in a few males large 
enough to possess them (M I!.~ 4, lV1 :!Ji-'J. and M ~-V-!!), but these latter 
are either faded or in bad condition as regards the epidermis. Many 
of the specimens in the collection possess no date of capture, but 
there is evidence to show that examples with ocelli were taken in 
the months of January (r890 and I908, in hoth hauls ocelli bare
ly visible); March (I900, very distinct) ; April (1870, faint, 1904 
and 1912, very distinct); November (1913) very distinct); and 
December (r912, well-marked).2 A male S. ornata in the Paris 
Museum exhibits ocelli along the sides closely resembling those 
of male S. inermis. A female S. ornata in the same collection 
has unfortunately become suffused with black so that it is not 
possible to see if the ocelli are absent. 

Eight males (M 901~-29) with mantle-length of 30-37 mm. and 
six males and one female (M 90{)8~9159) also small, exhibit a beauti-

t It is often necessary to hold a specimen up to the light, or allow it to 
become dry, in order to discover the ocelli. 

oJ. A specimen taken in December, 1888 shows no ocelli. 
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ful iridescent patch on the dorsal surface at the p~sterior end of 
the body. The pore, situated at th~ ventral posterior end .of the 
body in the present genus, leads Into. a gland .the funct10n of 
which has never been made clear. Th1s gland IS covered by a 
muscular coat under and a mongst which lies (in the present 
specimens) a thin iridescent layer which does no~ .~xtend to the 
many-furrowed inner wall, and only traces of lrtdesce~ce V\'ere 
observed outside the lower surface of the gland Besides the 
above-mentioned female, two others (M 901! 29), showing no ex
ternal iridescence, displayed, when the skin was removed, flashes 
of golden-green and pink. In one of these females the gland was 
pale purple and the pore had a purple tinge, but on being opened 
no trace of purple fluid could be seen. \Viilker, Ope cit. p. 32, 
has remarked on the existence of a pu.rple gland in this part of 
the body in Sepiella, discovered by AppeUof. He alludes also 
to the striking coloured appearance figured by d'Orbigny and 
Ferussac for S. ornata (Rang) at the dorsal posterior end of the 
body, and suggests that if a living example could be examined a 
luminol1s organ might be found in this situation. The adornment 
figured by d'Orbigny is, however, probably similar to the iri
descent patch described above, which would seem, moreover, 
to be evanescent in alcohol ~ no specimens exhibiting it excepting 
those which had been preserved for less than a year when 
examined. Steenstrup has remarked with regard to the shell in 
Sepia that the proportion which the last loculus bears t.o the area 
of the shell varies according to the season of the year. J atta 
says with regard to this " \vhile the sepium increases in volume 
H and therefore augments the number of lamelli, the striated area 
c, becomes larger while the smooth area. diminishes: as a conse
~ C quence of which in t.he same species there may be found 
c, according to the stage of growth of the bone, and the greater 
" or less activity in the formation of lamelli, and, therefore, 
" perhaps also according to the seasons, the two areas now equal 
I C and now one prevailing above another." The shells of sixteen 
males and twenty females from the present collection \vere 
examined. The limited amount of evidence thus available seems 
to show that the limbs of the inner cone become accentuated with 
age and are then widest in the fenlale, and, also, that individual 
variation exists as to their thickness and height. It will be ob
served in the specimens figured (pI. xxiv, figS.I-8) that the striated 
area comprises more than half of the length of the shell in youth
ful specimens, and that the shell of a very young female is not 
broader in proportion to its length than that of a male. The 
shells of older specimens usnally have the last loculus occupying 
about two-thirds of the length of the shell. The curvature of the 
paral~el lines formed by the margin of the striated area va~ies 
occasIonally, as is seen in the shell of the largest male figured, 
-the other specimens exhibiting what appears to be the usual form. 
'Fhe ~orsal surf~ce ~s coarsely granulated and the shell beneath it 
IS striated longItudinally. This can be seen in young specimens 
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in which the granulation is not much developed, and in most other 
examples at the commencement of the chitinous margin of the 
last loculus. An examination of the arrangement of the various 
internal organs showed, that, as Wiilker (op. cit., p. 31) has already 
pointed out, this genus and Sepia resemble each other almost 
exactly as regards, the anatomy. 

The radula and mandibles are shown 'on pl. xxiii, fig, 6 and 
pI. xxiv fig. 9. 

The principal measurements of a male and female are ap
pended. 

Specimen number M 1i~l-Q cr M 8~.L2 
1 Q 

mm. mm. 

43 62 
29 42 
20 26 

End of body to dorsal mantle-margin 
Breadth of body ... . .. 

" II head 
1 st right arm 15 20 
2nd" " 16 21 
3rd 21 25 
4th " " 23 32 
Tentacle 56 76 
Club 13 ca. 18 
Fin maximum 6 6 
" minimum 2 3 

Distribution.-Indo-Malayan Region.; Timor, Japan (J oubin). 

Sepiella sp. 

1\1 ~21.j,Q Kilakarai, Ramnad District, South India, 0-2 fathoms, 11- 1913 
(S. liV. Kemp)-One. 

The above is too young to determine with certainty as it has 
a nlantle-Iength of only 13 mm. \Viilker regards Sepia specimens 
with mantle of 27-40 mm. as too young to determine specifically. 
If, however, a number of specimens of large and small size occur 
together it seems possible to assign thenl specifically at a much 
earlier age. 

Family SEPIIDAE. 

M liLcr-!:.!t I Investigator' station 80: 17-i-1890, 4 miles S.E. of Sonapur 
Beacon, Ganjam Coast, 24 fathoms-Two immature. 

These have a mantle-length of 6 mm. 1~he fins commence 
at 2 mm. from the mantle-margin and are most developed 
posteriorly. Fourth arms the largest and with keels; suckers of 
arms in two rows. Tentacles missing except for a retracted one 
which can be observed coiled round beneath the skin on the 
ventral surface. Colour buff, closely freckled with small purple
brown chromatophores, which are thickest on the median dorsal 
surface of the mantle and head. 

Family SEPIOTEUTHIDAE. 

Sepioteuthis arcti pinnis t Gould. 

Sepioteutlzis arctipinnz's, Gould, U. S. Explol'z'ng Exp., X II, p. +79, fig. 
93 (185 2); \VlUker, Abll. Sellckenb. Nat. Gesell., XXXIV, pp. --!-52-
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4iS. 482 (19 13); Berry, Bull. Sur. Fish., XXXII, pp. 308-9, figs. 
20-22 (1914). 

1\1 hl-f.::t Investigator N. Andaman Island, littoral, l\1arine Survey 
of India-One d, one ~. 

i\1 §_.LQ~ Investio-ator' E.S.E. of S. Moscos Island, l\1arine Survey of 
~ 1 h' 

India-One -~ 
1\1 ~-1jlt't:1: Andamans (J. ltVood-.Afason)-One is, one ~ 

The above all agree in the shape of the pen and in having the 
greatest width of the fin at the posterior third of the body. The 
pen has a hollow midrib with broad marginal thickenings, and is 
covered by a transparent and very delicate horny p1ate with a 
broadly rounded anterior margin. The median mantle-margin in 
order to corresDond with the shape of the pen is, therefore, very 
obtuse and evenly rounded. The funnel organ was examined in 
specimens 1\1 Ji\6 ~ and M R \03. It is J\-shaped, with smaller, 
oblong, lateral pads. Order of arms 3, 4, 2, I; protective 
membranes to all, especially developed on third pair; suckers in 
t,vo rows. Specimens M R 1 ~ 3--j, are in good condition, and their 
largest arm suckers have rings armed with nineteen or twenty 
teeth all round the ring, five or six on the distal margin being 
larger than the rest. The space between each tooth is about the 
width of the base of two teeth and this space is equal to the 
length of a tooth. The teeth are incurved and resemble short, 
broad claws. A distal sucker shows twenty teeth, eight of which 
are larger than the rest. The tentacle suckers are in four rows, 
those of the middle third of the club being much larger than the 
rest. The suckers of the inner rows here are larger than the 
marginal ones. The rings of the tentacular suckers also h8:ve teeth 
on the entire circumference, five, or sometimes more, claw-like 
teeth larger than the rest being placed on the distal margin. 

The space between each of these is about equal to the width 
of three teeth and corresponds with the length of each. The 
proximal suckers show less space between the teeth. Both 
specimens have a spoon-shaped expansion with small_ fiat suckers 
at the tip of the club. The hectocotylized arm of specimen M 8\63 

has twenty rows of ordinary suckers followed by a few small 
suckers on long pedicels; these are succeeded by papillae sur
mounted by extremely minute suckers which persist either as 
complete suckers, or iil rudimentary form, to the tip of the arm. 
The ventral papillae are smaller than those of the dorsal margin. 
Buccal membrane seven-angled and with suckers with toothed 
rings. As many as five suckers may be present on an angle. 
Colonr pinkish-buff with large brownish-red chromatophores or 
small, almost black, ones . 

. Ventral fin.s~lrface without chromatophores. Specimens M ~1~-4 
are In bad condItion and much contracted. Their characters seem 
t~ agree with the foregoing except that their colour is much darker, 
v'tz., ground colour gray, with very dark blotches covering much 
of the .ventral as well as the dorsal surface. The ink sac is rup
tured In one of the specimens which may account for the dark 
ground colour. 
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Specimen M 'i-¥l~ seems to have a sornewhat wider and 
rounder head, and arms shorter in proportion to the length of the 
mantle than the other specimens, but these differences may be 
accounted for by its being at a younger stage of growth or by 
varying modes of preservation. The tentacle stems are evidently 
partly withdrawn. The arm rings of this little specimen are 
armed with fourteen to twenty-four teeth surrounding the entire 
ring, about five on the distal margin being stouter and longer 
than the rest, A large median tentacular sucker shows eleven 
long teeth on the distal portion and the rest of the ring possesses 
much smaller teeth. Conical papillae a~e present and those near 
the ring sometimes look like small between teeth. The teeth 
are longer in proportion to the size of the ring than in the older 
specimens. 

Colour pinkish-brown with many dark blotches and spots, 
head so densely mottled as to be almost black. 

No chromatophores on ventral surface of fins. 
The principal measurements in mm. are appended: -

Specimen number ... 1\1 5~S_ is M 5~± ~ M JL\Q~ ~ M ft1.,;LS_ is M JiVd ~ 
End of body to dor

sal mantle-margin 
Breadth of mantle 

" "head ... 
Greatest width of 

fins 
1st right ann 
2nd " " 
3rd " 
4th " " 
Tentacle 
Club 
Diameter of largest 

sucker of sessile 

60 
28 
16 

39 
IS 
22 
24 
24 

ca. 63 
23 

arm '75 
Diameter of largest 

sucker of tentacle, 

52 
22 
20 

32 
ca, 13 
ca, 22 

ca. 24 
ca. 23 

57 
22 

34 95 129 
12 34 ~3 

I 1'50 27 35 

22 58 85 
ca,8 28 1 45 

10 38 I S4 
17 51 67 
13 49 69 
23 98 133 
13 37 SS 

'So I'SO ca. 1'75 

'75 2 2 

Distribution.-Island of lVlaui (type locality) ; Honolulu, Oahu, 
Bertrand Island North Coast of Paona? (Wulker) , . , ~ 

Family ENOPLOTElJTHIDAE 

Abralia andamanica, Goodrich. 

Abl'alia andalltanica, Goodrich, Trans, Linn. Soc" VII, p. 9, pI. 2. figs. 
38-4S (1896); Asteroteuthis andamanica, Pfeffer, Plankton Exp .. 
(Oegopsida) p. 137 (1912). 

1\;1 l!.f'!!' Investigator' station 224: 23-ii-189i, I~o 5~' 30" N., 900 13' E .. 
5S fathoms-One ~. 

1\1 J)~~2Q:J Investigator' station 590 : 1\1ergui Archipelago, Marine Sur
vey of India-One ~ and one (?) d'. 

Specimen M ~f.!! is not in very good condition and it is di~cult 
to discover more than about three rows of transverse luminous 

l Less tip. 
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organs on the ventral surface of the mantle. A few organs are 
visible 011 the siphon and they form nine rows on the ventral sur
face of the head. Three rows are present on the v~ntral arms and 
a sinC11e organ is visible on the third left arm. About thirty sur
round one eye, those on the ventral surface being Inost conspicu
ous. The first right arm possesses eleven hooks and twelve suckers, 
and the fourth has sixteen hooks and the same number of suckers. 
The rings of the arm suckers have twelve to fourteen blunt and 
rather long teeth, separated by about the width of their base on the 
distal edge of the ring. Goodrich (r896, pI. 2, fig. 42) represents 
the ring as being toothed all round. Pfeffer (l.c., p. 137) has, how
ever J suggested that Goodrich may have mistaken some papillae for 
teeth as it is frequently very difficult to distinguish them unless 
the horny ring is isolated from the sucker. This specimen has 
more tentacular hooks and 'suckers than the type I but the fact 
that these vary on the different clubs shows that no hard and 
fast rules can be laid down as regards this. One tentacle has a 
connective apparatus of five suckers and six papillae, and along 
the ventral margin of the club are three much-curved hooks and 
the sockets of two others, the central hook being the largest. Nine 
large suckers occur near the hooks, each. having a horny ring 
with about thirty teeth (separated by about the-width of their 
base) on its circumference. The distal part of the club has fifteen 
or sixteen rows of very small suckers placed four in a row and 
bec~ming very minute towards the tip, their rings being armed 
with many teeth. The other tentacle has a connective apparatus 
of four suckers and eight papillae, and the club shows five hooks 
and the socket of a sixth, as wt!ll as eight large suckers, and 
fifteen or sixteen rows of millute sttckers on the distal portion. 

Specimen lVI 932~Q has five hooks on the only club present. 
The ventral surface of the mantle shows many luminous organs on 
the median line, and elsewhere, but they are not arranged ill any 
definite order, and a few trespass a little on the dorsal surface. 
Besides the three rows on the ventral arms, a single row' orna
ments each of the third arms. The eight-angled buccal mem
brane is pale and dotted with red chromatophores. The funnel 
organ closely resembles that of A. trigonura, Berry (19 14, p. 32 9. 
text-fig. 33), and consist~ of a medjan A-shaped dorsal pad and 
broad ovate ventro-Iateral pads, a small valve being also present. 
The luminous organs on the funnel fa.il, however, to show the 
triangular arrangement described by Berry. The small specimen 
M ~~;J 1 seems to be a male, but it i$ not in very good condition, 
and there is no trace of a hectocotylus. Four hooks are present 
on one club and five on the other. Luminous organs are visible 
on the third as well as on the fourth arms, and are very distinct 
round each eye-opening, but the eyes, as is the case with the 
other specimens, are inj ured. 

The principal dinlensions in mm. are given below. 
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Specimen number ... . .. 
End of body to dorsal mantle-margin, .. 
1\1antle-margin fork between dorsal arms 
Breadth of mantle 

" across fin" 
Length of fin 
I st right arm 
2nd " " 
~rd 
-+th " 
Tentacle 
Club 

1\1 ftift 

40 
12 

12 

30 

22 
20 

25 

lVl _!bV_Cl 
35 
I~ 
10 

25 
20 
20 
21 

22 20 

22 22 

-+5 .15 
10 9 

M J!.!'!{-l 

24 

~ 
10 

IS 
II 
1-+ 
18 
17 
L(-

33 
5 

Distribution.-Andaman Sea, r88-320 fathoms. 
Type.-In Indian Museutn, Calcutta, three specimens, 

and female. 

Family BATHYTEUTHIDAE. 

Bathyteuthis abyssicola t Hoyle. 

male 

Bathyteuthzs a byssz'co la, Hoyle, Narr.'1Chall. Exp., I, p. 272, fig. 108 
(1885); I Chnlleng'er' Rep., XVI (Cephalopoda), pp. 168.l69, pI. 29, figs. 1-7 
(1886) ; Pft'ffe(, Synopszs Oegopsid. Ceph., pp. 172-3 (1900); Hoyle, Bull. Mus. 
Compo Zool., XLIII, no. I, p. 33, pl. I, fig. 2 (19°4); Trans. Royal Soc. Edin., 
XLVIII, part II, no. 14, pp. 282-283 (1912); Be1Zthoteuthis l1uga lops , Verril1, 
l'ra1ls. Conllect. Acad., J'/urd Catalogue (Cephalopoda), P 401, p1. 44, fig. I 

(1885); ehun, Valdzvia Exp., (Oegopsida) p. 185, pIs. 24-27 (1910); Pfeffer, 
Plankton Exp., (Oegopsida) pp. 325-33 I, pI. 40, figs. 12-16 (19 I 2). 

M fLl{_li 'Investigator' station 393: 21-X-I911, Bay of Bengal, 7° 21'6" N., 
8So 7' IS" E., 2000 fathoms-One. 

IVI 12J,l-.J! 'Investigator' station 462a: 20-iv-I9J 2, Bay of Bengal, 9° 8' N., 
87° 25' E., 475 fathoms-Olle . 

. In specimen M 8~lli the suckers of the ventral arms are in 
two rows throughout, and on the other arms they are proximally 
in two rows and distally in three or four irregular rows. The 
rings of the arm suckers have five to six teeth. 

The tentacles are very long which is perhaps due to the 
specimen having been preserved in formalin. The suckers of tbt. 
club begin proximally by a single sucker, followed by three in a 
row, and gradually increasing to about six in a row. A few rings 
of the club suckers appear to have about four blunt rather widely 
separated teeth on the distal margin and the rest of the ring 
smooth. Their position on the ring, and their blunt ends, seems 
to point to their being teeth and not papillae. Other rings seemed 
to be smooth. Hoyle describes the tentacular rings to be smooth, 
and Verrill does not menti~n their condition which would s.een1 
to imply that he had not observed' any teeth. 

The horny rings of both tentacular and arm suckers are 
very dark. 'fhe luminous organs of the arms are about .50 mm. 
in length. The chromatophores are darkest on the dorsal surface 
of the head. Specimen M H \3_~, from the great depth of 2000 

fathoms, is very young, and the mantle is much crumpled and 
denuded of its epidermis. The luminous organs at the base of 
the arms are clearly perceptible. The arm suckers are in two 
rows, and their largest rings show four to five teeth. The ten-
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tacles are only represented by portions of stems. The arms are 
about 2 mm. in length, and the distance from the dorsal mantle
margin to the fork between the dorsal pair is 2 mm. Th~ breadth 
of the head across the eyes is about 2.50 mm. The spec1men has 
been preserved in formalin. 

'fhe following are the principal measurements of specimen 
M R139 ._ 

1 • 

End of body to dorsal mantle-margin 
Breadth of mantle 

" I' head across eyes 
I st right arm 
2nd" " 
3rd " " 
4th" " 
Length of tentacle 

" "club ... 

mm, 
12 

4 
6 
3'50 

4 
4 
5 

22 

... 2'5 0 

Distribution.-North Atlantic (Verrill, 1885); Indian Ocean 
(Chun); between Marion Island and the Crozets (Hoyle, 1886); 
North Pacific (Hoyle, 1904); Antarctic (Hoyle, 19 12 ). 

Vertical Range.-437-;:6oo fathoms (PfeUer, I9 12 ). 

Family HISTIOTEUTHIDAE. 

Stigmatoteuthis japonica, Pfeffer. 

Stzg'matoteuthis /aponica, Pfeffer, Plankton E'xp., (Oegopsida) pp. 284.5 
(1912); Calliteuthis reversa, Hoyle, Challenger' Rep., XVI (Cephalopoda), 
pp. 183-4, pI. 33, figs. 12-15 (1886). 

M ~-\,l~ , Investigrttor' station 374: 2-iv-1907, Andaman Sea, 11° 37' N., 
9So Si' E., 28 fathoms--One. 

The first three pairs of arms have a row of luminolls organs 
on the ventral margin of their dorsal surface. Of these there are 
eight on the first arm, eleven to twelve on the second, and nine 
on the third. On the latter pair a short, strong keel attaining 
3 mm. in width, is developed on the central third of the arm along 
the line of the luminous organs. The fourth arms possess three 
rows of luminous organs for more than half their length, two of 
which persist towards the tip where a single row containing four 
terminates the series. About tV\renty-nine organs are present on one 
of these arms. Seventeen lumillous organs surround the right 
eye-opening. The left eye has only six organs. The mantle
margin has a well~defined row of organs all round its circum
ference, except on the median dorsal surface, where a space of I I 

mm. is ornamented by a solitary organ in the exact median line. 
On the ventral mantle there are about sixteen transverse rows of 
organs, and about six similar rows occur on the ventral sur
face of the head; eight organs form a low arch above the siphon. 
Very few luminous organs are present on the dorsal surface of the 
head and mantle. The arms have slight protective membranes 
and their suckers are furnished with smooth rings, except at the 
distal portion of each arm, where the ,rings have five to eight 
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blunt rather closely-set teeth on the distal margin, the rest of the 
ring being smooth. The tentacle steln is flattened and its inner 
surface is marked with a groove. At 16 rnm. from the base of the 
club the connective apparatus, consisting of eight suckers and four 
papillae, commences. These suckers have a papillary area and 
smooth ring. Six or seven suckers are placed in a row on the 
proximal two-thirds of the club, about ten being larger than: the 
rest; the distal third has very small suckers, the last six rows con
taining only two apiece. Protective membranes are moderately 
developed, and there is a slight dorsal keel. The rings of the 
large tentacular suckers have twenty-two to twenty-five pointed 
teeth all round their circumference. Smaller suckers may have 
as nlany as thirty-six teeth. 'None of the suckers has accessory 
chitinous formations. 

Colour reddish-purple, fins paler and their ventral surface 
sprinkled with chromatophores on the part next the mantle.· 
Pfeffer (l.c., p. 249) has shown that the genus CalUteuthis is 
defined by having snl00th rings to arm and tentacle suckers, and 
that the latter are furnished with accessory chitinous .formations 
which are wanting in the genus Stigmatoteuthis which has denti
culate rings to arm and tentacle suckers. 

The principal measurements are as follows:-

End of body to dorsal mantle-margin 
Breadth of mantle 
Breadth across fins 

" of fin 
1st right arm 
2nd " " 
3rd " 
4th ., ,. 
Tentacle 
Club 

Distribution.-J apan, 345 fatholns (Hoyle). 

Family CHIROTEUTHIDAE. 

mm. 
56 
23 
37 
29 
52 
62 
56 
52 1 

125 
19 

One specimen. 

Chiroteuthis (Chirothauma) imperator t Chun, 

Chiroteuthis (Clzz'rothaltlna) z'1JzjJerator, Chun, T.Taldivia Exp., (Oeg-op
sida) p .. 24 1 , pls. 38, 39, 40, 4 1, 42 , 43, 44 1I910); Pfeffer, Plankton Exp., 
(Oegopslda) p. 581 (1912). 

M J_J.l-Q 'Investi§~tor' station 28 I : 20-iii- 1901, Bay of Bengal, 11° 15' IS" 
N" 8 7 E., 300 fathoms.-One ~ 

M X\"-Q Investi~ator station 297: 13-iv-1902, Gulf of Oman, 25° I I' 30" 
N·,57 15 E., 700-689 fathoms.-One. 

M ':i-.-V-~ Investigator' station 366 : 10-iv-1906, Arabian Se;! 24° 4;;;" N. 
6 ° , " E f ' .J' 3 50 15 ., 544 athoms.--One ~ and arms of another speci-
men. 

The specimen M 1\50 resembles in colour Chun's illustration 
(pI. 38, figs. I and 2). The ventral1uminous organs measure about 

I Less tip. 
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3 mm. in length and 2'50 mm. in breadth. The nidamental glands 
measure nearly r'So mm. in length. 'fhe olfactory papillae measure 
about 2 mm. in length and are situated at about 3 mm. below the 
posterior end of the eyes. The ventral arms have the margins 
mutilated in many parts so that only a few luminous organs are 
present, viz., 9 on one arm and 3 on the other. The tentacles have 
lost their clubs. 

The example M 131"0 is much damaged but in spite of its Inuti-
lated condition it has been easy to identify it with certainty from 
Chun's magnificent illustrations. One of the tentacles possesses a 
club, and the stalks of its suckers are furnished with the wing-like 
membrane described by Chun (p. 247), and in other details the club 
suckers and those of the arms resetnble completely Chun's descrip
tion and figures. About fifty luminous organs are present on the 
fourth right arm and forty-six on the fourth left arm. N othil1g 
resembling a hectocotylus appears on any of the artns. The eyes 
have the three longitudinal rows of luminous organs which Chun 
describes as " sparkling like a chain of jewels." 'twenty-two are 
present on one eye. The fins, siphon, and much of the ventral 
region have been torn away. 

The dorsal mantle-margin has the attachment exactly as in 
Chun's illustration (pI. 39, fig. I). 

The tentacles are furnished at the base with membranes which 
are widest at the dorsal side. 

The dorsal mantle region is much darker in tone than tl;le 
illustration of Chun (pI. 38, figs. I and 2), who, however, mentions 
(l.c., p. 251) cc auch hebt sich bei einzelnen Exemplaren die Riicken
region im Bereiche des Gladius durch etwas intensivere Pigmen
tierung ab." 

The specimen M. 8 \2 R is also in very bad condition, and is ac
companied by the arms of another large specimen M 81~Ra and a 
loose tentacle which presumably belongs to one of them. The club 
of the latter measures I40 mm. Approximate measurements of 
the different specimens are given below:-

Specimen number ... M .l.~l-Q M .l.l318-Q M JiJI-!i M !i.l.f~U 
mnl. mm. mm. mm. 

Dorsal mantle-margin to commence-
ment of fins .•• ... 26 

Breadth of body at nlantle-margin 15 
" of head ... J I 

" of fins 30 
1st right arm 25 

2nd " " 38 
3rd " " 45 
4th " ,. 92 
Length of tentacle 106 L 

" " club 

74 
4S 

4S ca. 28 
82 

214 83 
m utiJated. I 12 

203 128 

337 200 
10y8 mutilated. 

167 

101 

122 

140 

202 
mutilated. 

Distribu~ion.-oo IS' N., 98° 8' E., trawl 614 m. (' Valdivia' 
Exp.) Sagaml Bay, Japan, from the collection of Haberer and Dof
lein (Chun, 1910). 

I ;\J utilated. 
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Family CRANCHIIDAE. 

Teuthowenia (Hensenioteuthis) joubini, Pfeffer . 

. Teuthowenz"a (Hense1zzoteuthis) Joubinz", Pfeifer, Plankton Exp., (Oegop
sid a) pp. 747-8, pI. 48, figs. 12-16 (1912). 

M ~JiQ 'Investigator' station 462a: 2o .. iv-1912, Bay of Bengal, 9°8' N., 
87° 25' E., 475 fathoms-One. 

This is considerably larger than the type, and unfortunately 
resembles it in having the tentacles represented only by mutilated 
stems. There is a slight groove on the inner surface of the stem, 
and at about 3 mm. from the mouth there seemed to be two 
minute suckers, which, however, may have been only abrasions on 
the stem surface~ A very delicate membrane unites the first and 
second pairs of arms extending to about the first sucker, but is very 
slight between the second and third pair and absent between the 
ventral arms. This membrane had probably been torn away from 
the type. Only the rings on the distal half of the third arms could 
be examined without inj uring the specimen. The suckers in this 
region have four or five short, widely-espaced teeth on the distal 
margin, the rest of the ring being smooth. Colour dun white 
sprinkled on both sides of the mantle with small dark chromato
phores, arranged in about twenty-eight irregular transverse rows. 
When not contracted the chromatophores are reddish-brown and 
oblong. They are dark and narro\v and placed transversely on 
the dorsal surface of the arms and are sometimes scattered amongst 
the suckers. They are present on the siphon but absent from the 
fins.' The extraordinary eyes make this a species easy to inden
tify. 

The following ate the principal measurerqents :-

End of body to dorsal mantle .. margin 
Breadth of mantle 

I, head and eyes 
Length 9f fin 
Breadth of fins 
I st right arm 

3rd " " Mutilated:tentac1e stems 

mm. 
14 
9 
5 

4 
ca. 2 

... 4 
'" 10 

Distribution.-3 I' 7° N., 43 '6°' \V, 0-400 m., Sargasso Sea, type 
specimen. (Pfeffer., 19 12 ). 
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